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11. _let

A field measurement program is being conducted to investigate the capabilities of airport sur·
veillance radars (ASR) to detect low altitude wind shear (LAWS). This capability would require
minor RF signal path modifications in existing ASRs and the addition of a signal processing channel
to measure the radial velocity of precipitation wind tracers and automatically detect regions of
hazardous velocity shear. A modified ASR·8 has been deployed in Huntsville, Alabama and is operated during periods of nearby thunderstorm activity. Data from approximately 30 .. wet" (i.e., high
radar reflectivity) microbursts during 1987 have been evaluated through comparison with simultane·
ous measurements from a collocated pencil beam weather radar. In this report, we describe the 1987
field experiment and utilize the resulting data to illustrate problems and potential processing
approaches for LAWS detection with airport surveillance radars. Techniques are described for esti·
mation of low altitude wind fields in the presence of interference such as ground clutter or weather
aloft and for automatic detection of microburst wind shear from the resulting radial velocity fields.
Evaluation of these techniques using case studies and statistical scoring of the automatic detection
algorithm indicates that a suitably modified ASR could detect wet microbursts within 16 km of the
radar with a detection probability in excess of 0.90 and a corresponding false alarm probability of
less than 0.10. These favorable results indicate the need for careful consideration of implementation
issues and the potential operational role of wind measurements from an ASH.
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ABSTRACT

A field measurement program is being conducted to investigate the capabilities of airport surveillance radars (ASR) to detect
low altitude wind shear (LAWS). This capability would require
minor RF signal path modifications in existing ASRs and the addition of a signal processing channel to measure the radial velocity of
precipitation wind tracers and automatically detect regions of hazardous velocity shear. A modified ASR-8 has been deployed in Huntsville, Alabama and is operated during periods of nearby thunderstorm activity. Data from approximately 30 "wet" (i.e. high radar
reflectivity) microbursts during 1987 have been evaluated through
comparison with simultaneous measurements from a colocated pencil
beam weather radar. In this report, we describe the 1987 field
experiment and utilize the resulting data to illustrate problems and
potential processing approaches for LAWS detection with airport
surveillance radars. Techniques are described for estimation of low
altitude wind fields in the presence of interference such as ground
clutter or weather aloft and for automatic detection of microburst
wind shear from the resulting radial velocity fields. Evaluation of
these techniques using case studies and statistical scoring of the
automatic detection algorithm indicates that a suitably modified
ASR could detect wet microbursts within 16 km of the radar with a
detection probability in excess of 0.90 and a corresponding false
alarm probability of less than 0.10. These favorable results indicate
the need for careful consideration of implementation issues and the
potential operational role of wind measurements from an ASR.
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Low-Altitude Wind Shear Detection with Airport
Surveillance Radars: Evaluation of 1987 Field
Measurements
I. INTRODUCTION

This report addresses the potential applications and major technical problems
associated with the detection of low-altitude wind shear (LAWS) using airport
surveillance radars (ASR). This capability would require a signal processing
upgrade to ASRs to support:
(i) measurement of microburst and gust front winds;
(ii) automatic recognition of regions of hazardous wind shear.
Analysis of this problem has been underway at Lincoln Laboratory and cooperating universities since 1984 under Federal Aviation Agency (FAA) sponsorship.
Initial work used data from meteorological Doppler radars and operational ASRs
to analyze the expected impact on wind measurements of severe ground clutter, a
broad, cosecant-squared elevation beam pattern and short, time varying coherent
processing intervals [1,2]. Candidate signal processing sequences were proposed
and their expected performance assessed [2,3].
Results of these analyses led in 1985 to the design of a data collection facility
that would provide a realistic assessment of the capabilities of an airport surveillance radar for wind shear detection. One transmit-receive channel of an ASR-8
was obtained on loan from the u.s. Navy. Lincoln Laboratory modified the radar
transmitter to provide better stability and the capability to transmit either a constant pulse repetition frequency (PRF) waveform or the block-staggered sequence
used by the ASR-9. A time-series data acquisition system allows for simultaneous
recording of in-phase and quadrature signals from both high and low beam signals
out to a maximum instrumented range of 60 nmi. This broad band recording
capability facilitates comparative evaluation of various signal processing techniques.
The testbed radar was deployed near Huntsville, Alabama and became operational in late 1986. During the summer of 1987, approximately 50 microbursts
and gust fronts occurred near this test facility and were recorded on digital tape.
Initial analysis has indicated that an ASR can automatically detect wet microbursts in an area extending 12 to 16 km from the radar and that reasonably accurate velocity shear estimates are feasible provided that suitable data processing
techniques are employed. These encouraging results indicate the need for:
(a) further data collection and analysis to refine our understanding of the capabilities and limitations of ASRs for wind shear detection;
(b) careful consideration as to how data from this radar should be integrated
with existing or planned terminal-area LAWS sensors.
The remainder of this section will briefly describe the potential operational role
of ASR wind shear measurements. These applications define the technical requirements for interference suppression, velocity shear measurement accuracy and
1

automatic hazard detection performance that will be addressed in the remainder
of this report.

A. Background
During the last two decades, thunderstorm generated low-altitude wind shear
has been identified as the primary cause of twelve major air-carrier accidents.
Seven of these accidents involved fatalities, resulting in the loss of 575 lives.
Figures I-I illustrates the two principal causes of low-altitude wind shear. A
microburst (Figure I-1(a)) is an intense, thunderstorm downdraft which encounters
the earth's surface producing a brief outburst of highly divergent horizontal winds
[4]. Aircraft penetrating a microburst on take-off or landing experience
headwind-to-tailwind velocity shear compounded by the downdraft in the microburst core. Gust fronts [5]. as depicted in Figure I-1(b). are thunderstorm
outflows whose leading edges propagate well away from the generating precipitation. The wind shear encountered by an aircraft penetrating a gust front is considered less hazardous than that associated with a microburst since the change is
towards greater lift. However, the winds behind the front are turbulent and the
long-term change of wind direction following a gust front passage is of conrern for
runway usage. Tracking and prediction of gust front arrivals at an airport would
yield significant benefit for airport operations.
In response to these wind-shear hazards, the FAA has initiated a two-part
enhancement to its terminal area weather information system. The on-airport
network of surface wind-speed and direction sensors -- Low Level \Vind Shear
Alert System (LLWAS) -- is being expanded from six stations to eleven and its
wind shear detection algorithm reworked. In addition, a dedicated, microwave
Terminal Doppler Weather Radar (TDvVR) will be deployed at 50 to 100 airports
to measure the radar reflectivity and radial velocity signatures associated with
low-altitude wind shear. The TD\VR systems will be preceded by FAA-operated
"terminal" S-band NEXRAD radars (approximately 20) with a transition to all
C-band TDWR's for airport weather surveillance planned for the mid 1990's.
The existing LLWAS systems suffer from two major performance deficiencies:
(i) false reports are often generated by turbulent gusts that do not reflect organized, convectively driven wind shear. These frequent false alarms have
reduced pilot confidence in LLWAS reports to the point that alarms are often
ignored;
(ii) small-scale hazardous wind shear events such as microbursts have been
detected late or missed altogether because the wind vector gradients occurred
between stations or outside the network's coverage.
Enhanced LLWAS will provide improvement in both of these areas [6]. However,
coverage will continue to be confined to corridors extending at most 5 km from
the runway ends and -- as a stand-alone system -- supporting information on
storm location and structure will be unavailable. In particular, enhanced LLWAS
will not provide forecasts of the movement of wind shear into the
approach/departure corridors and cannot distinguish between a microburst and a
gust front at the edge of the sensor network.
The TDWR will provide high quality, rapid update measurements of storm
structure and radial winds. The scanning strategy calls for an update of the
2
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surface radial velocity field once each minute with the remaining time spent executing volumetric scanning to identify storm features aloft. The FAA system
requirements statement calls for the capability to automatically detect microburst
wind shear with a 0.90 or better probability of detection and to measure the
intensity of the shear to within 0.20 relative error. Forecasts of microburst
occurrence based on recognition of precursory features aloft are viewed as highly
desirable but are not a system requirement at this time.
One unresolved issue for the TDWR is achievement of the required velocity
shear estimate accuracy for microbursts whose outflow winds are not radially symmetric. Multiple Doppler radar measurements of microburst winds have indicated
that the velocity shear encountered by an aircraft penetrating a microburst may
vary by a factor of three or more depending on the direction of penetration [7].
While it is not clear how often such large asymmetries occur or whether they persist during the entire outflow period, this result indicates that a TD\\TR should
ideally be sited so that radials from the radar are aligned with the major runways
and their approach/departure corridors. Even if such a location can be found at
an airport the site may not be suitable owing. for example, to blockage by nearby
buildings. In addition such a location is likely to conflict with the desired offairport siting that will enable a TD\VR to efficiently scan aloft for microburst precursors. The General Accounting Office has stated [8] that the problems associated with asymmetric microbursts may prevent TD\VR from fully meeting the
objectives for which it is being procured.

B. Potential Role of Airport Surveillance Radar \Vind Measurements
The FAA is deploying 103 new airport surveillance radars (ASR-9) at U.S. air
terminals while relocating the existing ASR-7s and ASR-8s to secondary terminals.
Thus, by 1992 almost every U.S. airport that supports commercial operations will
be equipped with one of these modern airport surveillance radars. As discussed in
reference [1], the critical areas for LAWS detection lie within 10 km of the airport
center for most runway layouts. Given the on- or near-airport siting of ASRs, the
coverage requirements for reliable wind shear measurement will thus be an
approximately 10 km radius circle centered on the radar.
A stand-alone wind shear detection capability for ASRs would allow a number
of airports that will not have TUWR or LLWAS to be provided with LAWS
warnings, albeit possibly with lower confidence than would be provided by the
dedicated wind shear sensors. The relatively small incremental cost associated
with equipping ASRs with wind-shear processors probably justifies this standalone role, even if the additional airports covered have low traffic volume or are in
locales where wind shear is infrequent.
As stated above, a shortcoming of even the enhanced LLWAS system will be
the limited aerial coverage of the sensor network. At airports equipped with
LLWAS but lacking a TDWR, data from an airport surveillance radar could be
used to reinforce LLWAS wind shear reports and to detect wind shear in operationally significant areas not covered by the surface station network.

At airports slated to receive a TDWR, additional radar wind measurements
from an ASR could help to reduce headwind-tailwind shear estimate inaccuracies
resulting from outflow asymmetry. The siting of the ASR will often provide a

5

better viewing angle for headwind-tailwind shear measurements along some runways. Alternately, data from the two radars may be combined to compute the
total horizontal component of the wind vector ove)' areas where radials from the
two radars intersect at approximately right angles.
To quantify the accuracy of such two-radar wind shear estimates relative to
estimates from a TDWR alone, we examined the planned TD\VR and current
ASR locations at Denver Stapleton and Dallas-Ft. Worth International Airports
relative to the principal runways. As described in Appendix A, we assumed a
worst-case scenario of a severely asymmetric microburst oriented with peak shear
along the runway. Estimated headwind-tailwind shear was calculated given
either:
(i) single-Doppler measurements from the TDWR;
(ii) dual-Doppler measurements from the TDWR and ASR, assuming 10 percent
root mean squared (RMS) relative error in the radial velocity estimates from
the individual radars.
As illustrated in Appendix A, the calculation showed that the joint use of ASR
wind data in conjunction with a TD\NR could yield a significantly larger area
near the runways with accurate (RMS relative errors < 0.20) headwind-tailwind
shear estimates.

C. Scope of Report
The remainder of this report describes the ASR wind measurement experimental facilities in Huntsville and presents results from the 1987 measurement program. Section II describes the ASR emulation system and supporting sensors used
to confirm the nature of the weather phenomena. A summary of wind shear
activity near the test bed facility during 1987 is given in section III. Section IV
reviews the major issues involved in low-altitude radial velocity measurement with
an ASR, using testbed data for illustration of the problems and potential processing solutions. An automatic microburst detection algorithm that used data from
the ASR testbed as input is described in Section V. We then evaluate the performance of the signal processing-hazard detection sequence through case studies and
presentation of overall detection and false alarm probabilities for automatic
microburst declarations. Conclusions and an outline of necessary future investigations are given in Section VII.

6

II. HUNTSVILLE TESTBED FACILITIES
Lincoln Laboratory's airport surveillance radar test facilities in Huntsville, Alabama were constructed to support the evaluation of the ASR-9's dedicated sixlevel weather reflectivity processor [9] as well as our investigations of the radar's
capabilities for low-altitude wind shear detection. An ASR-9 emulation radar, a
colocated Doppler weather radar and a network of 10 surface weather stations
comprise the sensor suite. Figure II-I shows a map of the testbed facility. In
this section, we describe the sensors at the level of detail necessary to evaluate our
results on ASR wind shear detection.

A. ASR-9 Emulation Radar

•

The FL-3 (FAA-/Lincoln-Laboratory) radar is a modified ASR-8 with Lincoln
Laboratory built receivers, A/D converters and digital recording apparatus. Table
II-I summarizes the parameters of the radar.

Frequency
Polarization
Peak Power
Pulse Width
t Tical
Rece'ivel'

5.0 dB
-108 dBm
') bit
Antenna

Elevation Beamwidth
Azimuth Beamwidth
Power Gain

4.8°
1.4°

33.5 dB (high beam)
32.5 dB (low beam)
')

te

The antenna tower utilizes the maximum number of sections that can be
employed for an ASR; the phase center of the antenna is 20.4 m AGL. To
increase sensitivity to low-altitude winds relative to winds aloft, the elevation
angle setting for the antenna has been depressed one degree below the normal
ASR-8 setting. Thus the maximum gain point on the low-beam is 1.0° above the
horizon. Together, the high antenna placement and depressed beam elevation
angle result in ground clutter that is severe relative to measurements we have
made using operational airport surveillance radars [1,3].
The transmitter firing sequence is computer controlled so that variable or constant PRF waveforms may be transmitted. The instability residue of the ASR-8
transmitter was initially measured as -45 dB when operated in constant PRF
mode and -33 dB when operated using the eight/ten pulse block-staggered PRF of
the ASR-9. The primary contributors to transmitter instability at constant PRF
were 60 Hz harmonics caused by cathode surface current generated by the filament
power supply. Installation of a PRF-synchronous Klystron power supply early in

7
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July 1987 eliminated these harmonics, lowering the instability residue to -60 dB.
In block staggered mode, the dominant non-zero spectral components in the
transmitted waveform are at harmonics of approximately 55 Hz -- the reciprocal
of the waveform period. Efforts to improve transmitter instability when using the
variable-PRF ASR-9 waveform were not successful until after the 1987 summer
thunderstorm season. As a result, all data analyzed in this report were collected
at constant PRF. References [2] and [3] indicated that the effect of the PRF
stagger on the capability of an ASR to measure winds should be minimal.
In normal aircraft surveillance operation, one of the two receiving beams of an
ASR is selected as the receiver input signal although both are brought through the
rotary joint. To allow for simultaneous processing of data from both high and
low beams, FL-3 employs two identical receivers and analog-to-digital converters.
Saturation due to ground clutter or intense weather echoes is kept to a minimum
by preceding each receiver with a sensitivity-time control (STC) attenuation that
varied as (R /23km
Using this setting, the nominal system sensitivity in terms
of the weather reflectivity factor is 0 dBz at ranges less than 23 km. Twelve-bit
AID converters digitize in-phase and quadrature signals from the two receiving
beams every 0.8 /-lS (120 m in range).

r

In order to evaluate alternative data processing strategies, these signals and
ancillary information are recorded directly on 28-track, high density digital tape.
If data from both receiving beams are recorded over the full instrumented range of
115 km, a single tape will last 20 minutes. This period can be increased by selecting a smaller range interval for recording. During thunderstorm operations, we
normally recorded no more than one quarter of the instrumented gates since wind
shear activit~.. at greater ranges is beyond the area of operational interest for an
ASR.
Normal operating procedures were to begin recording on the high density tape
as soon as thunderstorms were observed within 20 km of the radar and to continue until activity had ceased or moved beyond this range. Typically one to two
high density tapes were required for an active day. Lost time during tape changes
was approximately three minutes.
Both the radar and recording apparatus were highly reliable. The only major
down periods occurred when system upgrades were performed or when the site
backup power generator was not functioning properly.

B. Meteorological Doppler Radar
The accuracy of wind measurements from the testbed ASR is being assessed
using data from a colocated pencil-beam Doppler weather radar, operated for Lincoln Laboratory under a contract with Massachusetts Institute of Technology's
Weather Radar Laboratory. The radar operates at C-band and measures weather
reflectivity, radial velocity and spectrum width within an operator specified radius
that can be as large as 226 km. Table II-2 lists parameters of the radar.
As stated in the table, the system processor used a 54-point coherent processing
interval (CPI) for clutter rejection and radial velocity estimation. Ground clutter
suppression for this coherent-on-receive radar is limited by coherent oscillator
(COHO) phase jitter to about 30 dB at 4 km range, degrading to 24 dB at 17 km.
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Type
Frequency
Polarization
Peak Power
Pulse Width

Transmitter
Coaxial Magnetron
5.6 GHz
Vertical
160KW
1.0 J.LS

-1

t

Type
::"J"oise Figure
Sensitivity
Dynamic Range
Type
Beamwidth
Power Gain
Rotation Rat e
A/D \\'orc! Size

cpr
Range Sampling Interval

Receiver
Log/Linear Coherent-on-Receive
6.0 dB
Log: -108 dBm
Linear: -104 dBm
Log: 90 dB
Antenna
2.51 m Parabolic Reflector
1.4 0

44.1 dB
.4 RPM PPI Mode
Processor
Log: 8 bit (0.3 dB LSB)
Linear: 10 bit
64 pulses
250 m

e 'ov ..

Ground clutter breakthrough was often evident on low-elevation angle scans, particularly when weather reflectivity was low. Barring ground clutter contamination, the RMS accuracy of weather radial velocity estimates is estimated to be 0.5
m/s. The total error in the reflectivity estimates is about 2 dB.
Reflectivity estimates are obtained through a log receiving channel with total
dynamic range of 90 dB. The sensitivity was set so that the minimum detectable
signal at 20 km was 0 dBz. Ten-bit A/D converters limit the dynamic range of
the linear (velocity estimating) channel to 55 dB. An STC function that varied
with range as R 2 maintained this interval between 0 and 55 dBz. The velocity of
weather echoes with reflectivity higher than 55 dBz can be measured accurately in
spite of receiver saturation. However, the ability to extract weaker weather echoes
from ground clutter is reduced when the ground clutter saturates the receiver.
The radar scanning rate was limited by:
(i) the signal processor's time requirement to filter ground clutter and estimate
radial velocity for all range gates in a CPI;
(ii) wasted antenna motions built in to the radar control program.
Development of an operational scanning procedure was an iterative process requiring extensive modification of the radar control program. Through most of the
summer we operated on a 3-minute update cycle where each scan sequence consisted of 360 0 ppr scans at 0.7 0 and 1.5 0 elevation angles, followed by RHI scans
through identified wind shear events. The PPI scans provided aerial coverage and
allowed for clear identification of wind shear radial velocity signatures. The RHI
scans were used t.o measure the vertical structure of reflectivity and winds in
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microburst producing storms.
In general the measurement capabilities of this "truth" radar were adequate to
evaluate the accuracy of wind measurements using Fl.r3. Because microbursts in
the Huntsville environment occur in association with heavy rain, the radar's limited sensitivity and ground clutter rejection capability were not major problems in
identifying microbursts. Although the wind fields measured in gust fronts with
reflectivity factors less than 5 dBz and in regions outside rain cells were often
"spotty", the overall structure of the winds could be discerned by experienced
observers familiar with the ground clutter distribution at this site.
The three-minute scan update period was clearly undesirable since this is long
compared to both the scan rate of the ASR and to the time scale for significant
changes in the intensity of microburst winds. On average there were approximately five low-elevation angle PPI scans during the course of a microburst.

C. Surface Weather Stations
As an additional means of monitoring thunderstorm activity near the testbed
radars, we deployed a network of ten surface weather stations at the locations
shown in Figure II-I. These stations measure wind speed and direction at the surface. In some areas, ground clutter or blockage due to terrain relief may prevent
the pencil beam weather radar from accurately measuring near-surface radial velocities. In addition, the anemometers measure both components of the horizontal
wind field at the surface.

The sensor platform and anemometers are on loan to the FAA from the
Bureau of Land Management. Reference [10] describes these stations in the context of a larger MESONET operated as part of Lincoln Laboratory's TDWR
development program. In our system, thirty-second averages of wind speed and
direction and peak wind speeds during the same 3D-second interval are recorded
on digital logging devices. The data loggers' first-in-first-out memory can store
information from the most recent three-day period. Following periods of thunderstorm activity, data are retrieved from the devices and transferred to computercompatible tape.
Logistical problems delayed the deployment of the wind-speed and direction
sensors until September 1987. Since most of the observed low altitude wind shear
activity occurred prior to this date, we have not attempted to include the surface
sensor wind speed and direction observations in the microburst truth data set for
this report. Based on the results of Clark [111, we believe that virtually all microbursts within 20 km were measured by the MtT weather radar.

D. Data Transfer and Processing
Time-series data from the ASR-9 emulation radar were transferred from highdensity tape to computer-compatible 6250 BPI tape for off-line processing. An
engineering workstation was used to estimate the reflectivity factor and radial
velocity in each range-azimuth resolution cell according to the algorithms
described in Section N. This processing was extremely slow, requiring tens of
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minutes to complete a single scan (4.8 seconds) of data. As a result, we typically
transferred only selected range-azimuth wedges containing the thunderstorm cells
of interest, and processed only one scan every 30-60 seconds. These fields were
then processed by the automatic wind shear detection algorithm described in Section V and resampled into Cartesian image files for display.
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ID. SUMMARY OF WIND SHEAR ACTIVITY
A. Short Range Microbursts
The summer of 1987 produced significantly less thunderstorm activity than
normal in the Huntsville area. By mid-September, recorded rainfall accumulations
were 7 inches below the climatological mean. As a result, the number of wind
shear events observed within the operationally significant range interval extending
10 km from our radars was less than we had anticipated based on measurements
during 1986 with Lincoln Laboratory's TDWR testbed [12]. In addition, data
from several microbursts that occurred at short range were not recorded on the
ASR testbed because of power failures or pre-scheduled system maintenance.
Table III-1 summarizes microburst activity on days that have been analyzed
for this report. These days were chosen because microbursts occurred close to the
radars and both systems were operating satisfactorily. For each day, the number
of microbursts within 10 km range and within the 10-20 km range annulus are
tabulated along with the maximum velocity shears measured by the C-band
radar. The count of separate microburst events on some days was subjective
because many of the thunderstorms we observed produced long-duration outflows
with significant structural and intensity modulation over their lifetimes.

Date
21 May
14 June
21 June
1 AUll;ust
3 August
10 AUll;ust
10 September
11 September

Table III-I: Summary of Analyzed 1987 Microburst Days
o-lOkm
10-20 km
Number of
Number of
~ V (m/s)
~ V (m/s)
Microbursts
Microbursts
10,10
2
1828
2
17,27
3219
2
2
20,27
2220
2
2
17,19
1918
2
2
14,23 19 13
0
4
24
2720
1
2
31 1427
0
3
27
23,10
1
11
3

For each of these days, all recorded data from the MIT weather radar have
been examined to generate a data base of microburst locations, spatial extent,
radial velocity differential and outflow height. The first three parameters were
obtained from the low elevation angle PPI data whereas outflow heights were
measured by examining the RHI scans. The height resolution of the MIT radar's
beam is 120 m at 5 km range.

B. Reflectivity Factor in Microburst Producing Storms
Figure III-1 plots the distl'ibution of reflectivity factors measured in the precipitation cores that generated the microbursts. These values reflect therefore the
highest surface radar reflectivity factors in the microbursts. In more than 85% of
the scans, the outflow winds were accompanied by precipitation reflectivity factors
equal to or greater than 50 dBz. There were no scans where a microburst
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occurred in a cell with a maximum surface reflectivity factor less than 30 dBz.
These results reinforce previous measurements [13] indicating that "wet" microbursts -- outflows accompanied by heavy rain at the surface -- are predominant in
the southeastern United States.
The reflectivity factor at the leading edge of the outflow winds was often
significantly lower than that in the precipitation cores that generated the microbursts. As stated in Section II, both of our radar systems have a minimum
detectable signal level corresponding to reflectivity factors of a dBz over the range
interval of operational interest. In a few cases, it was clear that microburst
outflows penetrated into regions with echo strengths below this threshold so that
part of the microburst wind field could not be measured. This circumstance did
not, however, prevent either radar from measuring at least part of the velocity
shear signature since the center of divergence remained coupled to the area of
heavy precipitation.

C. Microburst Velocity Shear
The scan-by-scan distribution of radial velocity shear in these microbUl'sts is
plotted in Figure 111-2. Values less than 10 m/s are from outflows that exceeded
this operational threshold over only part of their life cycle. The shear estimates
are the difference between the maximum receding and approaching radial velocities
in an outflow subject to the constraint that these velocity extrema occUl'red within
a 4 km range interval.
The frequency of outflow intensities decreased approximately linearly from the
microburst threshold of 10 m/s to the largest measured velocity differential of 33
m/s. These measurements are consistent with previous data [13] showing that
strong microbursts (~VR > 25 m/s) represent the extreme end of a population of
weak to moderate outflows. The relatively small number of scans showing
differential radial velocities less than 10 m/s is probably an observational bias
since our site operators in many cases did not begin recording data until a microburst was in progress.

D. Microburst Outflow Height
A critical parameter affecting the capability of an airport surveillance radar to
measure microburst winds is the height of the outflow layer. For each RHI scan
through a micro,burst, we measured the altitude at which the outflow velocity
dropped to half of its near-surface value. This was done separately for the point
of strongest approaching and receding velocities. The distribution of these
outflow heights, plotted in Figure III-3, is again consistent with earlier measurements of microbursts [1,13] in the southeastern United States. The measured
heights varied from less than 100 m to about 1000 m with a median value of 350
m.
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E. Gust Fronts
Table III-2 lists parameters associated with gust fronts that passed near the
testbed facility. Listed for each event are the date, time interval over which the
gust front was observable in the weather radar data, range of closest approach,
reflectivity factor and maximum radial velocity (approaching or receding).
Table III-2: Gust Front Parameters
Time (UT)

Closest RanJ?;e (km)

14 June

18:45-19:57

0

20

12

24
09
09
13
17

23:54-00:05
18:19-19:10
20:58-21:20

5
0
9

20
20
10

9
. 15

21 :52-22:28
21:53-22:52
17:08-18:33

0
2
0

25

22:58-23:58
21:00-21:19
19:49-20:21

5

30

21
9
10
12

12
0

15
15

8

August
August
August

20:05-20:40
18:34-19:29
00:47-01:35

0
0
0

IS

15
20

10
8
19

August
September
September

21:38-22:26
22:27-22:43
23:44-23:57

0
7
7

30
20
1.')

21
15
10

12 September
12 September

00:08-00:45
00:44-01:54

8

20

0

25

10
13

Date
June
July
JulY
July
July

23 July
27 July
01 August
03 August.
04
17
18
18
10
11

Max dBz

l.'i

15

Max

I VI? I (m/s)

5

8

Many of these events were "ring" gust fronts generated by isolated thunderstorm cells. The reflectivity factors and outflow velocities in this class of gust
front were low, making measurement with the radar systems challenging. Other
gust fronts, for example that on 18 August (21:38-22:26), were generated by line
storms and exhibited longer lifetimes, higher radar reflectivities and larger wind
speeds.
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IV. SIGNAL PROCESSING FOR RADIAL VELOCITY MEASUREMENT IN THUNDERSTORM OUTFLOWS
A. Overview of Principal Issues
Figure N-l illustrates the data processing steps that would be required to generate automatic wind shear hazard reports using data from an airport surveillance
radar. Because of the on- or near-airport location of ASRs and the necessity of
using the low receiving beam [1] for outflow wind measurements, weather-toground clutter power ratios in the area of operational concern will often be small
[3]. References [1] to [3] examined the capabilities of airport surveillance radars to
measure winds in the presence of ground clutter and concluded that ground
clutter obscuration would be negligible even at short range provided that the
reflectivity factor in a thunderstorm outflow is greater than about 20 dBz.
Once ground clutter ha.c:; been removed from the weather echo, two additional
factors affect the accurac~' of low altitude radial velocity measurements made
using an ASR. One is the high estimate variance associated with the short
coherent processing intervals of an ASR and the large spectrum widths of weather
echoes as measured with its fan elevation beam. Analysis by Zrnic' [14] implies
that la-sample mean velocity estimates formed using the pulse-pail' method would
have a standard deviation of 3 m/s assuming:
(i) signal to noise ratio greater than 20 dB;
(ii) velocity spectrum width of 10 m/s. As described later in this section. echo
spectra mea.'3ured in microbursts with an ASR exhibit large width owing to
vertical shear in the wind field.
When the signal to noise ratio is small, the estimate variance could be greater
still.
\\Thile this uncertaint~· is large relative to the velocity error in conventional
slow-scanning weather radar systems, there are several approaches available for
reducing the uncertainty to acceptable levels. Spatial smoothing can be employed
since thunderstorm outflows extend over many ASR resolution cells at the ranges
of operational concern. Reference [3] simulated ASR microburst measurements
using a median filter operating on the velocity estimates in 9 adjacent rangeazimuth cells and showed that the smoothed velocity field correlated well with the
input microburst model. An alternate approach was considered in [2] where temporal averaging of data from six successive antenna scans reduced the standard
deviation of simulated ASR velocity estimates to 1 m/s or less. The resulting
update period for the wind field -- thirty seconds -- would still be adequate to
track the evolution of thunderstorm outflows.

Since our current off-line processing facilities severely limited the number of
ASR scans that could be handled, we chose to employ only the nine-cell, spatial
median filter for the fields analyzed in this report. In rare cases, the residual
"noise" prevented automatic detection of microburst signatures that were apparent
to a human observer. In addition, it was clear that differential velocity measurements would have been more stable had additional smoothing been applied.
A more significant problem for velocity estimation results from the bias introduced when energy is scattered into the elevation fan beam from precipitation
aloft. This overhanging precipitation normally has a radial velocity markedly
different from that in the outflow layer. As a result, mean velocity estimates are
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intermediate between the outflow velocity and winds aloft. The magnitude of the
bias is a function of outflow height and range from the radar. In reference [1] we
showed that for microbursts with outflow winds extending less than 500 m AGL
this bias becomes significant well inside the 10 km range interval where ASR wind
shear nwasurements would be operationally useful.
The final operation illustrated in Figure IV-I is automatic identification of the
radial velocity and reflectivity signatures of low altitude wind shear hazards.
Algorithms developed for the TDWR have been described in references [15-17] and
are currently undergoing design validation. While these algorithms form a basis
for developing an automatic LAWS detection capability for airport surveillance
radars, they have required modification to perform reliably given the characteristics of ASR wind measurements.
The remainder of this section uses data from our testbed radars to evaluate the
capability of an ASR to measure microburst wind shear. As predicted from earlier analysis [1,3], the reflectivity factor in Huntsville microbursts is sufficiently
high that receiver noise and ground clutter obscuration were not major issues for
microburst wind measurement. Our focus, therefore, will be assessment of the
impact of overhanging precipitation on the ASR measurements and evaluation of
data processing approaches for ameliorating the resultant shear estimate bias.

B. Velocity Spectra in

~1icroburst

OutflO\\'s

Figure IV-2 shows examples of velocity spectra measured with the testbed airport surveillance radar in the radial veloeity cores of Huntsville microbursts. The
following procedure was used to estimate the spectra:
(i) the signals were adaptively filtered [3] to remove ground clutter if necessary.
In most of the cases displayed, however, the weather reflectivity factor in the
microburst velocity cores was sufficiently high that no filtering was required;
(ii) 34-sample data sequences -- corresponding to the time period for the antenna
to scan two azimuthal beamwidths -- were Hamming \Ivindowed, zero-filled to
64 points and transformed using the Fast Fourier Transform (FFT) algorithm;
(iii) the magnitude squared of the Fourier transforms in three adjacent range
gates were averaged.
The resulting spectral estimates are therefore smoothed over 2.8 0 azimuth and 360
m in range. The velocity resolution is 2 m/s.
The spectra are displayed in order of increasing range of the microbursts'
centers. Both high (dashed lines) and low (solid lines) beam spectra are displayed.
The plots in the left column are for the approaching radial velocity cores of the
microbursts and those in the right column are for the receding cores. The spectra
have been normalized so that the area under the curves is unity. For reference,
low altitude mean radial velocities measured at the same locations and times with
the pencil beam weather radar are indicated by dashed vertical lines.
The effect of the ASR's elevation fan beam and the strong vertical shear in the
wind field above microbursts is clearly evident. The spectra are significantly
broader than those measured in microbursts with pencil beam Doppler weather
radars and show complex structure. Spectrum widths of both high and low beam
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echoes are often in excess of 5 mls (Figure IV-3) and tend to increase with range
as the fan beam intercepts a larger altitude interval (Le. more radial velocity
variation ).
Comparison of the spectra with the pencil beam radar low-altitude velocity
measurements shows that the velocity components associated with the microburst
outflow are often far down in power relative to interference from overhanging precipitation. As would be expected, the relative power at the outflow velocity is
smaller in the high beam than in the low beam. Figure IV-4 plots the resulting
bias in power-weighted ASR mean velocity estimates relative to simultaneous
measurements with the pencil beam Doppler radar. Square symbols correspond to
the low beam ASR signals and triangles to the high beam. The biases are plotted
as functions of the range from the radars to the point of measurement. Overlaid
lines are regressions to the data, performed separately for the low (solid) and high
(dashed) beams. As predicted in reference [1], the plot indicates that:
(i) the sign of the velocity estimate error produced by overhanging precipitation
echoes results in an underestimate of the surface winds (i.e. negative bias)
since the precipitation aloft is normally moving at a lower radial velocity or
even in the opposite direction;
(ii) this bias is greater \". hen signals from the high beam are used rather than the
low beam;
(iii) on average, the magnitude of the bias increases with range for both beams.
However, the underestimate may be significant even for measurements within
a few kilometers of" the radar. This is consistent with the analysis in [1] and
our previous obsen"ation (Figure III-3) that half of the outflows measured in
Huntsville extended 3.50 m or less above the surface.
Thus the impact of overhanging precipitation on low altitude velocity estimates with an ASR is significant throughout the area of operational concern. The
following subsection describes data processing methods that attempt to compensate for the spectral contamination produced by scatterers aloft. These methods
are evaluated in Section VI through comparison of the resulting velocity estimates
with simultaneous measurements from the pencil beam weather radar.

C. Techniques for Estimating Low Altitude Radial Velocity Shear
The power spectrum, S, measured in an range-azimuth cell by a fan beam ASR
can be expressed in terms of the elevation angle resolved field of velocity spectra,
S, as:
11

2

f S( B,</>,R ,v )B TR (B)d 0
S(</>,R ,v)

= _0

_
11

(1)

2

fBTR(B)dB
o
where BTR(B) is the two-way elevation power pattern of the ASR antenna. The
mean velocity seen by the ASR is therefore:
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Figure IV-4

Difference versus range between mean velocity estimate from ASR and pencil beam weather radar for microbursts treated in Figure 1V-2. Bias is
expressed in velocity units (upper plot) and as a percentage (lower plot) of
the near surface velocity measured by the weather radar. Low beam values
are plotted with rectangles and high beam values with triangles. Solid
(dashed) lines are linear regressions to the low (high) beam data.
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This velocity estimate is the antenna pattern weighted integral over elevation
angle of the mcan veloeit~, field. In going from the second to the third equality in
(2). we assumed that the radar reflectivity factor is uniform over the altitude
interval of coneern and therefore cancels from the numerator and the denominator. If this is not the ca'3e. equation (2) and subsequent expressions in this section
are readily modified by substituting Z(O)BTR(O) for B TR (8).
In estimating the low altitude radial velocity field, it would obviously be desirable to manipulate tilE' data so that the upper limits of the elevation angle
integrals above are replaced by 00 , an angle which is comparable to that subtended by the top of the microbmst outflow layer and in general is much smaller
than the angle at which the ASR's antenna gain becomes negligible. In attempting to effect this result. we conside!' two techniques that use data only from the
low receiving beam and two techniques that combine information from the high
and low receiving beams.
1. Correction of Low Beam Shear Estimates based on an Assumed Outflow Height

The radial velocity differential measured across a microburst by an ASR can be
expressed from equation (2) as:
80

2

f B TR (0)( VM( O,¢,R '2)-vM(O,¢,R I))d
o
1r

°+ f B TR (0)( VM(O,¢,R 2)-VM(0,¢,R °
I))d

0

8

(3)

2

Jo B TR (O)d °
where
of the
radial
tor of

R 1 and R'2 are respectively the ranges of the approaching and receding cores
microburst. \Ve will assume that in a microburst, the strongest differential
velocities occur near the surface so that the second integral in the numeraequation (3) is small relative to the first. This assumption will be justified
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if the radial velocity difference associated with compensating convergence aloft
(Figure I-1(a)) is less than that in the surface outflow or if integration over the
large elevation angle interval from eo to the top of the beam washes out radial
velocity differences present at a single altitude.
Neglecting the second term in equation (3), the velocity difference measured
across a microburst using a mean velocity estimator on the ASR signal is related
to the "true" (i.e. averaged from the surface to ( 0 ) low altitude radial velocity
diffel'cntial by a multiplicative correction factor:
7r

-

2

fB TR (8)de
C (80 )

=

0
80

(4)

f 8 TR (8)d e
0

The obvious weakness of this approach is that the height of microburst outflow
winds varies over a full order of magnitude (Figure III-:3); thus a correction
tailored to the average outflow height may give a significant over- or underestimate of the wind shear in any particular event.
Table IV-1 C'ompares velocity differences measured with the pencil beam
weather radar to simultaneous estimates from the ASR data using this technique
and additional methods described below. For this simple, low beam correction the
angle 80 is taken as that subtended by a 350 m deep outflow (i.e. the median of
the distribution in Figure III-3) at a range half-way between the approaching and
receding radial velocity cores of the microburst. While the shear estimates are for
the same microbursts treated in Figure rV-2, the values may differ from what
would be directly -calculated from the plotted spectra. This is because the maximum approaching and receding radial velocities estimated from the ASR data
may occur in resolution cells slightly displaced from the corresponding maximum
velocity cores measured with the pencil beam radar.

Date/Time

Table IV-I: Comparison of ASR Velocitv Estimation Techniques
Outflow
Pencil Beam
High Pass
Low Beam
Low/High
Height (m)
Radar ~ V
Beam
Filtered
Corrected
(Ill Is)
Corrected

S-ll 23:51
6-21 20:46
S-1Q 22:47
5-21 14:04
6-14 19:18
5-21 14:15
6-21 20:40
8-1 20:32

250

200
650
700
650

400
Average

~FASR

27
27
24
15
32
28
23
19

26
24
22
12
49
47
21
27
1.14±.35

23
27
23
12
27
32
18
19
0.92±.12

23
22
24
16
32
27
20
20
0.95±.10

Dual Beam

27
24
25
15
31
28
21
18
0.97±0.05

i::I V TRTlP

For these eight cases, the average ratio of estimated to true shear is 1.14 using
the simple low beam shear correction factor in (4) but, as predicted, the error on
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individual cases may be unacceptably large. There is moderate correlation
between the measured heights of the outflows and the sign and magnitude of the
ASR estimate error -- the correlation coefficient between (HOUTFLOW - 350 m) and
(~VASR-~VTRUE) is 0.74. The imperfect correlation indicates that our assumption of negligible radial shear in the winds aloft may not always be met.
This shear correction technique (and that considered in Section IV-C-2) are
implemented as part of the hazard detection algorithm after regions of radial velocity shear have been identified from the uncorrected mean velocity field. This
implementation is discussed further in Section V.
2. Correction of Shear Estimates Using High and Low Beam Data
The correction factor in equation (4) is different for the high and low beams
owing to the different receive beam patterns in the integrands. An estimate for
the effective elevation angle subtended by an outflow may be ohtained by varying
(Jo until the high and low beam corrected shear estimates are equal. As long as the
measured velocity differential in the high beam is less than or equal to that in the
low beam -- a circumstance always realized in microburst wind shears -- there
exists a unique value of 00 that yields the same shear estimate from the low and
high beam measurements. This method removes the unrealistic assumption of
constant outflow height but is still subject to errors caused by neglect of the
~econd integral in the numerator of equation (3).
The resulting velocity shear estimates are listed in the fifth column of Table
IV-I. This method does not produce the large shear overestimate that occurred
when a static correction factor was applied to deep outflows such as those on 21
May (14:15) and 14 June (lg:18). The estimates on average are 0.g2 of the pencil
beam radar measurements with a (RMS) relative error of 0.12. Errors in velocity
shear estimates using this method are the result of:
(i) neglect of the second integral in equation (3);
(ii) unequal elevation angles subtended by the approaching and receding portions
of a microburst outflow;
(iii) statistical uncertainty in the low and high beam shear estimates.
The last factor could be ameliorated by further smoothing of the velocity estimates -- for example, through temporal averaging over successive antenna scans.
3. High Pass Filtering Prior to Velocity Estimation
As stated previously, it would be desirable to manipulate the ASR signals so
that a weighting function:
I 0<00
G(O) = { 0 0>00

(5)

is applied to the integrands in equation (2). If the radial velocity versus elevation
angle (Le. height) relationship in a particular resolution cell can be inverted to
produce a function O( VM), then it would be possible to achieve this weighting by
filtering the weather echoes in the velocity domain using a transfer function given
by the composition of G(O) with B( VM)'
Microbursts in the southeastern U.S. are normally produced by air mass
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thunderstorms that form in the weakly sheared environment characteristic of
summer months. Anderson [18] suggested that, under these conditions, the
strongest absolute radial velocities in microbursts would occur near the surface
and that the magnitude of velocities would decrease rapidly above the outflow
layer. As an approximation to this model, the magnitude of the radial velocity
would vary with elevation angle as:

IvM(O) I =

/VM(O=O) 1-r(O)

(6)

where r(O) is a positive, monotonically increasing function bounded by zero below
and IvM(l}=O) I above. Compositing the inverse of this profile with equation (5)
gives as the desired transfer function:
0

H(v)

=

{

1

Iv I~ IVMUJ=o) I-r(0o)
Iv I> IVM(O=O) I-r(oo)

(7)

which is simply a high pass filter with stop bands extending to the radial velocity
associated with the top of the outflow layer. Clearly not all microbursts exhibit
the same radial velocity shear (see Figure III-2); in addition, the approaching and
receding velocity cores in a microburst may not exhibit equal velocity magnitudes.
Thus without a prior£ knowledge of a particular microburst's radial velocity structure, the high pass filter transfer function must be chosen based on representative
microburst properties. The median differential radial velocity we measured in
Huntsville microbursts was 18 mls (Figure III-2) indicating a typical maximum
approaching or receding radial velocity magnitude of 9 m/s. For the examples in
this report, we will set the filter stop bands at 2/3 of this value.
Figure IV-5 shows the low beam velocity spectra of the microbursts considered
previously after convolving the signals with a high pass filter whose 3 dB stop
bands extend to ±6.0 m/s. The spectra have been renormalized so that, as previously, their integrated power is unity. Comparison with Figure N-2 shows that
in many of the examples, the filtering has removed much of the spectral contamination associated with weather above the outflow layer. In some cases, for example the receding core spectra from 1 August (20:32 UT), 10 September (22:47 UT)
and 11 September (23:51 (UT), the radial velocity of the overhanging weather
echoes is large in magnitude and with sign opposite to that in the outflow layer.
In this situation, the interfering signal falls into the pass bands of the filter and
therefore still contributes a significant bias to mean velocity estimates.
The sixth column of Table IV-I lists the radial velocity shears calculated using
this technique. The estimated values are on average .95 of the true shear with a
standard deviation of .10. Note that in several cases, the listed ASR shear estimates are substantially higher than would have been calculated from the
corresponding spectra in Figure N-5. As stated before, this occurs because the
maximum velocities estimated using the ASR data may not occur at the same
location as the radial velocity cores measured with the pencil beam radar. Section
VI-A illustrates that in these cases, the high pass filter successfully removed
overhanging precipitation interference from only part of the outflow region,
thereby substantially reducing the area of either the approaching or receding
radial velocity core.
4. Differential Low-High Beam Power Spectra

Figure IV-6 plots the effective one-way elevation antenna patterns for the
ASR-9's high and low beams. (The high beam is passive so that these patterns
are the square root of the product of the low beam transmit pattern and the high
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or low beam receive pattern.) Below about 4 0 elevation angle, the low beam gain
exceeds that in the high beam with a maximum difference (two-way) of 14 dB on
the horizon. Above 4 0 elevation angle, the low beam gain is everywhere less than
or equal to that in the high beam. AB is obvious from inspection of Figure IV-2,
this elevation angle dependent gain difference provides information on the function 8( VM) which can be used to filter the spectral components associated with
overhanging precipitation. t
The algorithm we currently employ forms a mean velocity estimate from the
low-high beam "difference" spectrum:

_

_ {SLOW(¢,R,v) - SHigh(¢,R,v)

SDiff(¢,R,v)-

va<1'~Vb
otherwise

0

(8)

After adaptive ground clutter filtering, normalized low and high beam spectra are
calculated as described in Section IV-B using running averages (over three successive range gates) of 54-sample FFTs. The limits_va and Vb are fouJ!d by determining all runs of consecutive frequency lines with SLow greater than SHigh and .?electing that run for the velocity estimate with the greatest integrated power in SDiff'
The resulting velocity estimate is related to the radial wind profile

b~':

Bc

J(BLow (f})-BHigh (B))I'M (8,¢,R )ei e

VDiff(¢,R)

o

= --o.,....c----------

(9)

J(BLow ( 8)-B High ( 8)) d 8

o
where 8c, the crossing point of the normalized high and low beam elevation patterns, equals 3.2 0 if the antenna tilt is 10 • If the radial winds in a microburst
decrease linearly with elevation angle (height) above the surface, it is readily
shown from (9) that VDiff equals the velocity at an elevation angle given by the
centroid of the positive lobe of the beam pattern difference function BLow -BHigh •
This is at an angle of 1.3 0 , corresponding to a height of 110 m at 5 km range and
230 m at 10 km range.

Figure IV-7 plots the spectra SDiff defined by equation (10) for the microbursts
considered previously. The resulting functions are considerably narrower than the
input spectra and are localized in velocity space near the mean low altitude velocity measured by the pencil beam radar. AB seen from table IV-I, the velocity
estimates generated using this technique correspond well to the pencil beam measurements. On average, the estimated shear for these eight examples was .97 of the
true value with a standard deviation of .05.
5. Coherent Combination of Signals from Low and High Beams
Reference [1] considered two techniques for estimating low altitude winds which
involved combination of low and high beam signals in the time domain. In order
to compute the complex weights to be applied to the signals prior to their combination, these methods required knowledge of the high-low beam phase difference

t It has come to our attention that David Atlas [19] has proposed a concept for measuring near surface winds with an airport surveillance radar, using a low-high beam spectral
differencing technique.
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as a funC'tion of elevation angle. These techniques were tested using simulations
[1] and showed improvement relative to mean velocity estimates from the low
beam for measurement of low altitude winds.
Anderson [18] is investigating the use of the phase of the cross-spectral density
of low and high beam weather signals as another means of mapping ASR radial
velocity spectral components to elevation angle. Given knowledge of the
differential low-high beam phase pattern, this technique could provide three
dimensional weather reflectivity and radial velocity fields, subject to ambiguities
caused b~r wrap-around of the phase difference. For a proof of concept, Anderson
used ground clutter sources to determine the phase difference for scatterers at low
elevation angle, then selected corresponding weather echo spectral components to
successfully estimate the low altitude radial velocity field in a microburst.
Since we have no measurements of the antenna phase patterns for our testbed
ASR, these techniques have not been pursued extensively to date. \Ve plan in
future to accomplish the phase measurement by observing targets of opportunity
(aircraft whose altitude is known from beacon reports and ground clutter) over a
period of time.
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v.

MICROBURST DETECTION ALGORITHM

Air traffic controllers have neither the time nor the expertise to examine complex radial velocity fields from a weather radar for the presence of hazardous wind
shear. This section describes an algorithm directed at automatically detecting
microbursts from the radial velocity field estimated using ASR signals. Given a
scalar field of radial velocities on a range-azimuth coordinate grid, th.e algorithm
identifies regions of large, positive radial velocity gradients that have spatial and
temporal dimensions consistent with meteorological understanding of microbursts.
The difficulty in microburst identification arises from the complexity and variability in size, shape and strength of the target. The problem differs from typical
visual image processing in which known characteristics of physical objects (such as
surface continuity, rigidity, texture, color, shape, etc.) can be used to aid in image
segmentation and subsequent image interpretation.
The constraints used here to guide image interpretation are uncertain at best.
It is difficult, if not impossible to find a consistent range of values for hazard
region size, shape, and strength which apply for all microbursts. Even experienced
radar meteorologists may differ in their interpretation of a complex radial velocity
image; different observers mark hazard locations differently and under or overestimate shear strength relative to t he rules that have been adapted for algorithm
scoring. Consistency has only been maint ained by adhering to very specific
requirements.
The challenge is made more difficult by possible data contamination. Sources
include the statistical uncertainty in the VR estimate, ground clutter breakthrough, velocity biases due to overhanging precipitation, and interference from
other airborne targets (airplanes. flocks of birds. emissions from other radars).
Noise or biases in the data may prevent even a robust image processing algorithm
from detecting real hazards.
The approach described is a modified version of the TD\NR surface divergence
algorithm [15]; this algorithm allows for a wide range of variability in "target"
structure and intensity while at the same time maintaining high resistance to
image degradation from the sources described above. Given that the microburst
outflow signature is not totally obscured, the approach described has shown favorable initial results in automatically detecting and quantifying wind shear hazards.

A. Performance Goals
Our goal has been to achieve as much as possible the requirements set by the
FAA for the Terminal Doppler Weather Radar System. Those requirements
which place demands on microburst detection algorithm performance include:

(1 ) Hazard Definition: Reports must include changes in wind speed which exceed
20 kts (10 m/s) and extend from .5 to 4 nmi.
(2) Coverage: The TD\VR system must provide hazardous wind shear detection
within a 6 nmi radius of the airport reference point.
(3) Probability of Detection: The probability of detecting an existing hazardous
wind shear must be at least 90 percent.
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(4) Probability of False Alarm: The probability of a wind shear report being false
must not exceed 10 percent.
(5 ) Location Accuracy: The location and extent of reported events must be accurate to within .5 nmi.
(6) Shear Strength Accuracy: The magnitude of reported wind shear must be
accurate to within 5 knots or 20 percent (whichever is larger) at least 95 percent of the time.

B. The

:~v1icroburst Divergent

Shear Algorithm

The microburst detection algorithm described here incorporates the basic steps
of Merritt's TD\VR Microburst Divergent Outflow Algorithm [15], which was
itself adapted from Zrnic' and Gal-Chen's algorithm for detecting divergence at
storm tops [20]. A pseudo-code level description of this algorithm may be found
in [21]. The algorithm's hierarchical feature extraction process consists of the three
phases illustrated in Figure V.l.
1. Shear Segment Feature Identification

The first step of the detection process attempts to identify regions of divergent
shear along individual radials of velocity measurements, tangential components of
the shear not having been considered in this report.
The algorithm first searches radials of velocity measurements for runs of velaciti<?s generally increasing with range. This is accomplished by sliding a pattern
search window outward along a radial. A shear segment is begun when a fixed
num bel' of contiguous velocities within the window are increa.'sing. A shear segment continues to grow as the window slides until either the windowed signature
is no longer increasing or the minimum velocity jump in the window is too large.
During this shear growing process, an attempt is made to minimize the rejection
of true features by allowing for spurious data values or outliers (typical of wind
measurements) within these runs.
To reduce false detections, the completed segments are then pruned using
additional tests. These tests impose requirements on segment smoothness, length,
and the velocity difference across the segment. These test criteria were based on
known microburst radial shear signature characteristics and have been validated
with extensive testing. Parameters used in the initial segment identification and
later segment filtering process are described in Appendix B to this report.
2. Shear Region Feature Identification
The second stage in the detection process attempts to group radial shear segments over azimuth into twa-dimensional regions indicative of a divergent
outflow.
The algorithm joins range-overlapping segments found on proximate radials to
form two-dimensional shear regions. Variable factors in the joining process are
the minimum overlap in range required and the maximum number of azimuths
over which to associate two shear segments.
These regions are then post filtered using size and shear strength criteria. The
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shear intensity requirement is less than that posited in the definition of a micraburst (10 m/s) to allow for detection of the outflow before it reaches an operationally significant strength.
The initial region creation and post filtering criteria are implemented using
parameters described in Appendix B.
3. Microburst Feature Identification
The third phase of the detection process establishes the time continuity of
regions on successive scans in order to substantiate a microburst. This relies on
the assertion that microburst hazards are of significant duration. The continuity
requirement would be especially valid in an operational ASR system where radial
velocity field updates would be available at the radar's 4.8 second scan period.
Each region found 011 the latest scan is associated with those found on recent
scans using a simple center-ta-center Cartesian distance requirement. If the
closest previous region is not already tagged as part of a microburst, and the
current region is of suffieient strength, a new microburst is declared. If the closest
previous region is already part of a microburst, the current region becomes part of
this event. The parameters used at this stage of the algorithm are again defined
in Appendix B.
The use of these hierarchical feature extraction techniques has provided a good
basis to evaluate the ability to automatically detect wind shear with an ASR.
\Vhether t,his type of' algorithm is optimal is unknown. and other methods which
operate clil'ectly on the twa-dimensional wind field are being investigated. In this
preliminary report. we will diseuss only methods 'which build directly on the
TD\VR Microburst Divergent Outflow Algorithm [14] as they have been extensively tested and have met with reasonable success.
C. Adaptations for Use with ASR Velocity Fields
Table B-1 in Appendix B shows current algorithm parameter settings used for
the ASR-generated velocity fields. Relative to the values used at Lincoln Laboratory for TD\VR prototype testing, these criteria are somewhat less stringent to
accommodate the ASR's tendency to see smaller and/or less intense regions of
velocity shear owing to its elevation beam pattern. Examples of parameters that
were relaxed are the shear segment differential velocity threshold and the shear
region total area threshold. This latter parameter was reduced further when running off the high-pass filtered radial velocity field (Section N-C-3) in an attempt
to improve detection probabilities for the small shear signatures that sometimes
resulted from this signal processing strategy.
As described in Section N-C-1 and N-C-2, two of the methods we tested
detect shear regions from the mean low beam velocity field and then attempt to
compensate for the beam-shape induced bias using either a static correction factor
or one based on information from the corresponding shear feature in the high
beam velocity field. As indicated in that section, the static correction factor
often severely over- or underestimated the true shear owing to the large variability
in the height of real microburst outflows.
Figure V.2 summarizes the more successful algorithm version which associates
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shear regions from the low and high recelvmg beams to estimate low altitude
shear. Shear regions detected in the low beam velocity field are correlated with
range-overlapping divergence regions found in the high beam velocity product.
The shear for each region is taken to be its largest point-to-point velocity
difference after median filtering of the single-gate radial velocity estimates. If an
associated high beam shear is weaker than the low beam shear the phenomenon is
considered to be a low altitude divergent outflow, and equation (4) from the previous section is used to correct the shear values associated with a region. The
appropriate value for eo, the elevation angle subtended by the outflow, is found by
iteration using a bisection technique until the corrected estimates for the low and
high beam converge. If there is no associated region in the high beam, an upper
bound of .5 mls (the site adaptation parameter Threshold_Max-fliff in Appendix
B) is used for the calculation, establishing a lower bound for the corrected shear
estimate.
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VI. EVALUATION
DETECTION

OF

MICROBURST

MEASUREMENT

AND

This section employs data from the 1987 field experiment to illustrate the
capability of an ASR to measure thunderstorm microbursts and to quantify the
performance of the evaluated detection algorithm when running on the resulting
velocity fields. In part A, we present case studies of microbursts occurring within
12 km of t,he radars. Simultaneous measurements from the pencil beam weather
radar and the ASR are compared using images of the radial velocity fields and
plots of velocity shear versus time during microbursts. Part B then presents global statistics on the detection and false alarm probabilities of the evaluated signal
processing - hazard detection sequence.
Here, we will consider only the velocity shear estimation techniques described
in IV-C-2 through IV-C-4. For brevity, the differential velocity estimates based
on comparison of the shear measured in the mean low (LBV) and high beam
(HBV) raJial velocity fields will be denoted by 'l,BV/HBV". The radial velocity
field estimated after filtering the signals with a ±6 m/s high pass filter will be
designated by 'l,BHP" and that based on the differential low-high beam power
spectral density difference by "DBV". We will not consider the static low beam
mean velocity shear correction (IV-C-l) since the potential shear estimate errors
have already been shown to be unacceptably large. In addition, we do not treat
coherent high-low beam signal combination methods owing to lack of appropriate
information on the antenna phase pattern.

A. Case Studies
1. 21 May 1987 - 14:09 to 14:24

An intense, symmetric microburst occurred in an air-mass thunderstorm 10 km
east of the radars on 21 May. Near-surface radial velocity shear of 28 m/s was
measured by the pencil beam weather radar at the time of maximum intensity
(14:15).
Figure VI-l compares the radial velocity field measured by the pencil beam
radar at 14:15 with simultaneous estimates ba:3ed on the ASR signals. As in subsequent color images in this section, the upper left panel shows the field measured
with the pencil beam radar scanning at a nominal 0.7° elevation angle. The
upper right panel shows the mean of the ASR's low beam power spectra (LBV);
the adaptive filtering procedure described in reference [31 was used to remove
ground clutter. The lower left plot is the LBHP velocity field while the image in
the lower right shows the DBV field. For this scan, signals from the ASR testbed
radar were processed only over the azimuth interval from 56° to 260°. To eliminate the possibility of interfering with the ASR-7 at Huntsville's airport, the
Klystron amplifier was not triggered as the antenna swept between 95° and 110°.
Later in the summer, this "blanked" sector was reduced in size and finally eliminated with permission from controllers at the airport.
The center of divergence at 9 km range/S5° azimuth was clearly evident in the
velocity fields estimated from the ASR data. Low velocity precipitation scatterers
above the outflow account for the discrepancy between the pencil beam radar's
differential velocity measurement and that seen in the LBV field from the ASR (28
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ASR-DBV

ASR-lBV

Figure VI-I. Radial velocity fields from pencil heam weather radar and ASR during microburst a
21 May 1987. Range ring is at 10 km.

ASR-lBHP

WEATHER RADAR (0.7 )

versus 24 m/s). The interfering spectral components were successfully filtered
from the ASR signals using both the fixed high-pass transfer function (LBHP) and
the comparison of the low-high beam power spectra (DBV). Thus the radial wind
differential across the microburst is accurately depicted in the corresponding velocity fields at this time. The arc of weaker divergence extending from 4 km/1800
to 3 km/2400 was the remnant outflow from an earlier microburst.
Figure \;1-2 compares the pencil-beam radar and ASR radial veloeity shear
measurements. Data collection on the ASR testbed radar ceased at 14:19. The
values shown for the pencil beam radar were determined through manual examination of low-elevation angle PPI radial velocity fields whereas ASR estimates
were from the microburst detection algorithm.
The MIT weather radar was performing volume scans during this event, resulting in only three surface PPI's over the time period shown; the microburst was
first apparent in a scan at 14:09:30. had intensified significantly by the time of the
next surface PPI at 14:1.5 and then weakened in the following scan at 14:24.
Divergent velocity features were recognizable in the ASR-based LBHP and DBV
velocity fields at 14:09 but were not of sufficient size and intensity to trigger a
microburst report from the algorithm. An alarm was generated from the DBV
field in the next ASR scan processed (14:10) and from the LBHP and LBV/HBV
methods in the following scan (14:12). Prior to 14:16, the LBV/HBV shear estimate is higher than the other ASR estimates and the available pencil beam measurement. All three ASR-based measurements are consistent thereafter. but cannot
be verified given the lack of surface scan data from the MIT weather radar.
2. 14 June 1987 - 19:15 to 19:40
This long-duration outflow exhibited three successi\'e radial velocity shear maxima (Figure VI-3), corresponding to the surface impact of distinct downdrafts
within a large thunderstorm cell. The center of divergence -- initially 10 km
southeast of the radars -- drifted west-north westwards over the course of the
event.
ASR-based shear estimates were in good quantitative agreement with the pencil beam measurements prior to the initial intensity peak at 19:18 and again after
about 19:30. Between these times, the ASR differential velocity estimates averaged approximately 15% less than were measured by the weather radar. Over the
duration of this outflow, the RMS differences between the ASR and pencil beam
radar shear estimates were 5.2 m/s using the LBV/HBV estimation technique and
were approximately 3.1 m/s with the LBHP and DBV products.
The radial velocity fields at 19:18 (Figure VI-4) all clearly showed the strong
divergent signature at 10 km. Note that a second microburst (17 km/1600) -- centered beyond the range of critical operational need for wind measurements with an
ASR -- is readily recognized in the .DBV velocity field. A low reflectivity "ring"
gust front passed over the site several minutes before this scan and is visible in
the ASR-generated images as a thin, north-south oriented line of receding velocity
3 km west of the radars. The pencil beam radar was performing sector scans at
this time so that only the southern portion of this arc was measured. Note finally
the receding air motions present in the ASR fields at 15-25 km range, between the
azimuths of 60° and 90°. The pencil beam radar did not receive sufficient
returned energy from this region to make a velocity measurement. Since the sensitivities of the two radars are nearly equal at this range, we conclude that the
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Figure V/-4. Radial velocity fields from pencil beam weather radar and ASR during microburst at /9:/8
14 June 1987. Range rings are at 10 km intervals.

scatterers producing the ASR signal were situated above the weather radar's beam
and do not reflect surface velocity shear. Although the indicated divergence triggered microburst alarms on some of the ASR scans, these could probably have
been elim inated by modifying the detection algorithm to require that reported
wind shear regions overlap areas of significant radar reflectivity. The reflectivity
factor measured by the ASR in the regions of receding velocity was 20 dBz or less.
3. 21 June 1987 - 20:35 to 21:00
This microburst formed as one cell of a loosely organized squall line passed
over the site from southwest to northeast. The pencil beam weather radar was
inoperative between 19:55 and 20:36, by which time a vigorous outflow wa.s
already in progress west-southwest of the site.
Figure VI-5 shows the radial velocity fields measured by the radars at 20:40.
The ASR's LBV velocity estimate was heavily biased by overhanging precipitation. The approaching velocity core is significantly weaker than measured with
the pencil beam radar and the receding portion of the outflow is evident only as a
region of near-zero radial velocity at 8 to 10 km range. The high pass filtered
(LBHP) velocity field shmved strong receding winds only over a very small area at
10 km range. This occurred because the overhanging precipitation -- moving
northeasterly at the storm translation velocity -- was outside of the filter stop
bands and in most places of greater scattering cross section than the receding
outflow winds. The DBV product correlates much more closely with the weather
radar measurements in accurately depicting the spatial dimensions of the microburst outflow.
By 20:46, the center of divergence had migrated to 4 km/310° (Figure \1-6).
At this azimuth, the mean motion of precipitation above the outflow wa.s at right
angles to radials from the radars. As a result, the associated bias over the receding velocity core was smaller when the ASR mean velocity estimator was used.
The high pass filter stop bands were now matched to the overhanging precipitation spectrum so that LBHP produced a much better representation of the microburst wind field than earlier. The DBV radial velocity field again clearly showed
the divergence.
Time histories of the estimated shear are plotted in Figure VI-7. The microburst algorithm declared a hazard beginning at 20:36 using the DBV and
LBV/HBV techniques. This signature was not automatically detected in the
high-pass filtered LBHP field until after 20:40, owing to the small area of the
divergent signature (see Figure \11-5). Over the time period shown, RMS
differences between the ASR and pencil beam radar shear estimates were 5.7 m/s
using the LBV/HBV estimation technique, 5.4 m/s with the LBHP velocity product and 2.5 m/s with the DBV product.
4. 1 August 1987 - 20:30 to 20:50
An air-mass thunderstorm northwest of the site initiated a weak to moderate
intensity microburst; pencil beam weather radar recording began at 20:32. Figure
VI-8 compares the ASR and pencil-beam radar radial velocity fields at 20:34 at
which time the latter radar measured a velocity differential of 17 m/s across the
event. As in one of the preceding examples, the more distant, receding outflow is
depicted as having near zero velocity in the LBV field owing to spectral broadening from precipitation aloft. The LBHP field shows the receding winds only over
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Figure VI-5. Radial velocity fields from pencil beam weather radar and ASR during microburst at 20:4
21 June 1987. Range ring is at 10 km.
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Figure VI-6. Radial velocity fields from pencil beam weather radar and ASR during microburst at 20:
21 June 1987. Range ring is at 10 km.
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Figure VI-8. Radial velocity fields from pencil beam weather radar and ASR during microburst at
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very small areas; elsewhere the estimated radial velocity is everywhere towards the
radar. The outflow was more clearly defined in the DBV field where a large area
of receding outflow was measured at 8-10 km range.
5. 10 September 1987 - 22:26 to 23:05

At about 22:00 (UT) a thunderstorm cell formed 15 km southwest of the
radars ahead of a cluster of large storms moving towards the site from the west.
The pencil beam radar measured a weak outflow (~VR = 4 m/s) from this cell
beginning at 22:27. By 22:36, the outflow had reached microburst intensity and
had drifted northeasterly to within 10 km of the site.
Figure VI-9 compares pencil-beam measurements of the time history of the
radial velocity difference in the microburst to ASR estimates based on the three
methods described above. Prior to 22:39, the weak outflow was evident in the
ASR-generated velocity fields only using the differential low-high beam power
spectral technique (DBV): the resulting signature allowed for intermittent detection with the microburst detection algorithm. The outflow became apparent in
the other ASR-based fields at about the time that the shear measured with the
pencil beam radar exceeded 15 m/s. The algorithm declared a microburst at
22:39 using the LBVjHBV method and at 22:47 when operating from the LBHP
field. The poor algorithm detection performance on this event resulted because
the area of the radial shear region as seen by the ASR was small on many scans
(particularly in the LBHP field) and did not pa.ss the area threshold. On scans
where detections were made, RMS differences from the pencil beam radar velocity
shear estimates over the time period plotted were 3.0, 1.8 and 7.9 m/s respectively
for the DBV, LBHP and LBV/HBV shear estimates.
Figure VI-I0 compares the radial velocity fields measured at 22:47. At this
time, the center of strongest divergence in the microburst was at 4 km range, 165°
azimuth with velocity shear of 23 mjs over a distance of 2 km. The divergent
signature is readily recognized in each of the fields estimated from the ASR data.
New surface outflows centered at 4 km/65° and 7 kmj700 were evident in the pencil beam data but did not yet give rise to signatures in the ASR data of sufficient
clarity to be automatically detected by the microburst algorithm. These outflows
had merged to form a single microburst in the following pencil beam PPI scan
(22:50); by this time the divergence produced a detectable signature in the ASRgenerated velocity fields. A gust front propagating ahead of a larger storm to the
southwest produced the convergent radial velocity shear at 5 km range that
extends in an arc from 210° to 270° .
6. 11 September 1987 - 23:40 to 00:00

A system of large, southwest to northeast oriented line storms formed in the
afternoon of 11 September. By 23:00, the southeastern edge of one such storm's
30 dBz contour was directly over the radar site; the storm's echo extended 30 km
in both the southwest and northeast directions. A microburst outflow began 5
km west of the site at 23:40 and intensified as its divergence center migrated
north-eastwards.
Figure VI-ll plots time histories of the radial velocity differential in the microburst. The ASR- based estimates clearly show the overall rise and decay of
outflow wind intensity. RMS differences from the pencil beam shear
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measurements were 2.5, 4.0 and 4.1 m/s for the DBV, LBHP and LBV/HBV estimates respectively.
.
Images of the radial velocity fields at the time of maximum radial wind shear
are shown in Figure VI-I2. At this time the divergence center wa.c; at 4 km/31.5°.
The shear signature is recognizable in each of the ASR-generated velocity fields;
the DBV field in the lower right correlates more closely with the pencil beam
measurements in showing the strongest receding outflow at 315 0 • The arc of
strong radial velocity convergence at 10 km/300 0 - 345. 0 is the leading edge of a
large-scale outflow from a second line storm situated northwest of the radars.

B. Overall Statistics on Mic!"Oburst Detection Algorithm Performance
The above examples indicate that the quality of wind shear signatures in velocity fields estimated from the ASR data and the associated performance of the
microburst detection algorithm varied among individual events. This section
quantifies that variability by presenting a preliminary statistical measure of the
performance of the evaluated processing sequence. For the days listed in Table
III-I, we present merged probabilities of detection, false alarm and statistics on
the accuracy of shear strength estimates for each of the three data processing strategies considered above. This evaluation included 30 separate microbursts, centered at ranges varying from 1 km to 20 km. Approximately 3.50 scans f!"Om the
ASR testbed were processed and scored for these events, using the rules described
below.
1. Scoring Rules

The algorithm performance was quantified using a procedure similar to that
developed by the TDvVR groups at Lincoln Laboratory and the National Center
for Atmospheric Research (NCAR). Reflectivity and radial velocity images from
the pencil beam weather radar were examined by a skilled observer on a scan-byscan basis to determine the existence of a mic!"Oburst, its range/azimuth center,
the spatial extent of the outflow region (defined by a bounding "box" in range,
azimuth space) and the radial velocit?,' difference across the outflow. These "truth
objects" were grouped together into 'mic!"Oburst events" (i.e. a sequence of pencil
beam radar scans of the same micro burst ) and entered into a computer data base.
Since the times of processed data from the ASR testbed were often not coincident with a low elevation angle PPI scan from the weather radar, it was necessary to map these truth objects into a second data base with times matched to
the processed ASR data. For times between the first and last pencil beam radar
scan in a microburst event, this mapping was accomplished by linearly interpolating the microburst center, range/azimuth extent, and shear metric from the two
"truth objects" closest in time to the desired point. ASR-based microburst
declarations that fell slightly before or slightly after the temporal limits of a
microburst event were classified as "early" or "late" as described below.
''Microburst alarms" (Le. range/azimuth regions where the microburst detection algorithm found velocity shear satisfying the criteria described in Section V)
were then scored against this data base on a scan-by-scan basis. The specific scoring rules were as follows.
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Figure VI-12. Radial velocity flelds from pencil beam weather radar and ASR during microburst
II September 1987. Range rings are at 10 km intervals.

ASR-LBHP

(i)

If the minimum distance between the alarm outline and truth outline is less
than 2 km, mark them as a detection.
(ii) More than one alarm may coincide with a truth, but the truth is considered
to be detected just once.
(iii) If within the next minute a truth occurs within 2 km of an alarm, the alarm
.IS scored
as"earI"
y .
(iv) If in the past minute a truth was present within 2 km of an alarm, the alarm
is scored as "late".
The quantities calculated from the scoring procedure are:
(i) probability of detection (POD), the ratio of the number of detected mIcrobursts to the number of microbursts in the truth set;
(ii) probability of a false alarm (PFA), the ratio of alarms not associated with a
microburst to the total num ber of alarms;
(iii) shear ratio (SR). the mean of the ratio of detected shear to true shear. This
quantity measures the bias in the ASR shear estimates relative to pencil
beam radar "truth" and was averaged for all microburst detections within
each range/shear strength category;
(iv) root mean squared (RMS) relative error between the ASR estimates and the
pencil beam measurements. a measure of the consistency of the shear strength
reports from the microburst detection algorithm.
"Early" and "late" declarations are not included in either a negative or positive
sense in the statistics, but allow for an event's history to be understood more
easily. Because of the scan update rate differences between the weather radar and
the ASR testbed this is perhaps the most objective way to treat an event for
which truth is not available over its duration.
'
2. Results
(a) LBV/HBV Method
Table VI-I summarizes algorithm performance when detections were made
from the mean low beam velocity field and the radial velocity shear estimates were
based on comparison of measured shear in the low and high beam fields (the
LBV/HBV method). The detection probability for all microbursts with velocity
shear greater than 10 m/s and range centroids inside 12 km was 0.79. The
corresponding false alarm probability was 0.08. When microbursts out to 16 km
range were included, the detection and false alarm probabilities were 0.80 and
0.12.
As seen from the table, the calculated performance metrics generally improve
for more intense microbursts (i.e. greater radial velocity shear). Figure VI-13 plots
detection and false alarm probabilities, and average shear ratio as a function of
the minimum velocity shear of the truth objects or algorithm alarms that were
scored. Only events inside the operationally critical region within 12 km of the
radar were included in this calculation. The plot indicates that for microbursts
exhibiting a differential velocity of 15 m/s or greater, the detection probability
was 0.90. Microburst alarms indicating a velocity shear greater than 15 m/s were
false 6 percent of the time. If the minimum shear category considered were
increased to 20 mis, the corresponding POD and PFA values are 0.95 and 0.05.
The average ratio of velocity shear estimated from the LBV/HBV technique to
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Table VI-I: LBV/HBV Performance Statistics by All!? (m/s)
Ranue Centers < 12 km
10-14

POD
PFA
SR
RMS

38/79
19/157
1.76
0.75

POD
PFA
SR
RMS

10-14
56/100
35/194
1.65
0.75

15-19

20-24

>=25
68/82
80/85
41/ 42
14/190
0/75
8/74
0.94
0.95
1.15
0.26
0.27
0.36
Range Centers
16 km
15-19
20-24
>=25
98/103
86/105
41/42
18/222
2/ 85
16/98
0.97
0.95
1.15
0.30
0.28
0.36

OVERALL
227/288 = 0.79
41/496 = 0.08
1.12
0.37

<

OVERALL
281/350 = 0.80
71/599 = 0.12
1.13
0.37

that measured by the pencil beam radar was within fifteen percent of unity for
microbursts events with differential velocities stronger than 1.5 m/s. The
LBV/HBV shear reports for weaker microbursts exhibited a strong bias towards
overestimation of the shear strength. As illustrated in some of the case studies in
Section VI-A, the variance of the corrected shear estimates was sometimes large,
even for events in the more intense shear categories. The overall RMS relative
difference with respect to the pencil beam measurements was 0.37 for all microbursts inside 12 km, dropping to 0.30 if only events with shear greater than 15
m/s were considered. Temporal smoothing of the shear estimates would be feasible if everr scan of the ASR data were processed; this might reduce the "noisiness"
of the LBV/HBV shear estimates to an acceptable level.
(b) LBHP Method
In discussing the case studies of Section VI-A. we pointed out that microburst
signatures as depicted in the high-pass filtered radial velocity field (LBHP) were
sometimes small in area. In addition, because the filter normally drives the velocity estimate to one side or the other of its stop band, the indicated transition
from approaching to receding velocities across the divergence center was often
extremely sharp. The microburst detection algorithm evaluated here is unsuited to
identifying large shear regions around such transitions since its segment growth
process requires monotonically increasing runs of radial velocity.
We attempted to adapt the detection algorithm to the above characteristics.
The threshold determining minimum microburst area was reduced and a five
point Gaussian filter along the range axis was used to smooth the transitions
between approaching and receding radial velocity regions in microbursts. However, there were still many cases where the algorithm failed to report a microburst
in spite of a readily apparent velocity couplet in the LBHP field. As shown in
Table VI-2 and Figure VI-14, the overall detection probability for microbursts
inside 12 km was only 0.82 when running off the LBHP field, even when scoring
was restricted to events with velocity differentials greater than 20 m/s.
To confirm that this poor performance resulted at least partially from the inability of the detection algorithm to find sufficiently large regions of monotonically
increasing radial velocity, we visually examined the same LBHP fields used in
scoring the algorithm. A revised probability of detection was estimated based on
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Table VI-2: LBHP Performance Statistics by ~ VR (m/s)
Ranoe Centers < 12 km
10-14
15-19
20-24
OVERALL
>=25
28( 76
52/ 75
65/ 83
38/42
183/276 = 0.66
22,' 181
4/ 62
11/162
0/ 9
37/414 = 0.09
1.16
0.83
0.96
0.80
0.91
0.20
0.13
0.27
0.25
0.23
Ranoe Centers < 16 km
10-14
15-19
20-24
OVERALL
>=25
46/ 96
65/ 98
85/103
234/339 = 0.69
38/42
12/190
5:3/477 = 0.11
34/209
7/68
0/ 10
0.98
0.84
0.94
1.14
0.83
0.27
0.18
0.14
0.25
0.23

the opinion of a human observer that a recognizable shear signature was present
in the data. The resulting POD for microburst events inside 12 km and with
~ VR greater than 20 mls increased to 0.95.
\\T e believe therefore that the low detection probability achieved with this
method is a result of mismatch between the evaluated hazard detection algorithm
and the characteristics of the LBHP radial velocity field. Anderson [18] is evaluating a different shear detection algorithm that appears to be less sensitive to distortions in the velocity field intl'Oduced by the high pass filter. His results will be
reported separat ely.

3. DBV tvlethod
Table IV-3 lists summary statistics for the microburst algorithm when the
input radial velocity fields were estimated using information from the differential
high and low beam power spectra. Microburst events centered within 12 km of
the radar were detected with a probability of 0.92 and a corresponding false alarm
probability of 0.04. If the maximum range of consideration was increased to 16
km, the POD and PFA were 0.g2 and 0.09 respectively.
Figure VI-IS plots the algorithm performance metrics as a function of the
minimum velocity shear of the truth objects and algorithm alarms considered.
Again the statistics are limited to events centered within 12 km of the radars.
For microbursts with differential velocity greater than 15 mis, the POD was 0.96;
algorithm reports indicating shear greater than 15 mls were false only 1 percent
of the time.
Reported velocity shear for all detected microburst events inside 12 km was, on
average, 0.91 of the shear measured by the pencil beam weather radar. This tendency for the DBV shear estimate to be lower on average than simultaneous pencil
beam measurements is probably due to the higher "effective" beam elevation angle
associated with this ASR velocity estimation technique. We showed in section
N-C-4 that the DBV field corresponds to a tilt angle of 1.3 0 (as opposed to 0.7 0
for the pencil beam "truth") assuming linear variation in wind speed with height
near the ground. The overall RMS relative difference from the pencil beam
weather radar measurements was 0.24 for events inside 12 km.
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Table Vl-3: DBV Performance Statistics by Ll VI? (m/s)

<

10-14

POD
PFA
SR

RMS

60/76
15/164
1.04
0.27

sn

10-14
77 / 96
39/240
0.99

RM~

0')._1

POD
PFA

R anqe Center3
12 km
15-19
20-24
>=25
86/86
42/42
77 /85
2/157
0/101
2/27
0.87
0.83
0.90
0.25
0.19
0.27
Range Centers < 16 km
15-19
20-24
>=25
100/109
42/42
106/106
7/188
1/105
3/28
0.85
0.88
0.83
0.27
0.27
0.19
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OVERALL
265/289 == 0.92
19/449 == 0.04
0.91
0.24

OVER.ALL
325/353 == 0.92
50/561 == 0.09
0.891
0.25,
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VIT. SUMMARY AND IMPLICATIONS FOR DEVELOPMENT OF AN
OPERATIONAL MICROBURST DETECTION CAPABILITY

A. Preliminary Statement of ASR Microburst Detection Capability
The above case studies and summary statistics allow for an initial statement of
the capabilities and limitations of ASRs for automatically detecting microburst
wind shear. Our analysis indicated that strong (6.V>15 m/s) microbursts within
12 km of the radars produced recognizable signatures in the ASR data; these in
turn could be detected automatically by a modified version of the TD\VR surface
outflow detection algorithm at the level of confidence called for in the TD\VR systems requirements statement. Best-case combined detection and false alarm probabilities (using the differential low-high beam power spectrum method (DBV)) were
0.96 and 0.01 for this class of events.
Our analysis of microbursts with differential velocities between 10 and 1.5 m/s
or at ranges beyond 12 km was also favorable although POD and PFA st atistics
were somewhat less than the values given above. Signatures from weaker outflows
-- for example, 10 September before 22:40 -- were sometimes ill-defined in the
ASR-based velocity fields, resulting in missed or intermittent detections. The
besf.-(·ase (DB\!) overall algorithm detection probability against microbursts inside
12 km but with low shear (~VR<15m/s) was 0.7t! and the associated false alarm
probability \vas O.Og. For microbursts centered between 12 and 16 kill with
.6.VR~1511/./8, the corresponding statistics were 0.98 and 0.19.
Examination of the images in Figures VI-1,4,.5,6,8,10 and 1:2 shm\"s that in
many cases, the velocity' field estimate based on simultaneous use of the high and
low heam power spectral estimates (DBV) correlated better with the pencil beam
radar measurements than t he fields that used only the low receiving beam signal.
This correspondence refers to the size of the approaching or receding nlocity
regions (e.g. Figure V1-.5) and/or the indicated position of the cent er of dinrgence
(Figure VI-12). The increased fidelity of the radial velocity fields estimated using
this method resulted in improved overall detection and false alarm statistics relative to the other techniques that were evaluated. As discussed in the following
section, implementation of receiving paths to acquire data from both beams of an
ASR-9 would not be difficult, although the required signal processing would be
more computationally expensive.
Finally, we presented comparisons between pencil beam radar and ASR estimates of the accepted microburst intensity metric -- the total differential radial
velocity across the outflow. Two statistics characterizing shear strength report
accuracy were calculated: the "shear ratio" which measured the average bias in the
ASR estimates, and the RMS relative deviation between the ASR and pencil beam
measurements. The shear ratio calculation was favorable, indicating that over all
events scored, the ASR microburst intensity estimates using the methods
evaluated were biased by 15 percent or less with respect to the corresponding pencil beam measurements. For the significant category of microburst events (range
center ~ 12 km, ~ VR >15 m/s) the overall RMS relative difference between the
best-case DBV- based shear report and the pencil beam measurements was 0.23.
Seventy-five percent of the DBV shear reports were within ±2.5 percent of the
corresponding pencil beam radar measurement.
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Discrepancies between the pencil beam radar and ASR- based velocity shear estimates may result from:
(i) statistical errors in the ASR estimates that could be removed, for example,
by temporal smoothing of the data;
(ii) errors caused by linear interpolation of the weather radar measurements to
the times of the ASR scans. Many of the plots of velocity shear versus time
in Section VI-A show periods where the pencil beam radar's scanning
schedule did not unambiguously define the evolution of outflow intensity;
(iii) inconsistency between the methods used by the human "truthers" to calculate
~VR 's and the procedure implemented in the microburst detection algorithm.
In particular, we observed that the humans sometimes computed ~ VR
between approaching and receding velocity maxima that were separated by 5
km or more in range and were not connected by a monotonically increasing
velocity pattern. In this circumstance, the size of shear regions found by the
microburst detection algorithm was smaller than declared by the human
observer and the maximum velocity differential within the search area was
less;
(iv) inadequacies in the assumptions used in deriving the ASR shear estimators.
For example, compensating convergence above microbursts is sometimes
stmng; thus, neglect of this e1Tect in deriving the LBV/HBV shear correction
is clearly not always justified. \Ve showed several examples where the radial
velocity of precipitation above microburst outflows was greater in magnitude
than the stop hands of the high pass filter used in generating the LBHP product. Thus this filter did not always effectively "unbias" the ASR velocity
measurements and in some cases even resulted in a velocity estimate with
sign opposite to that actually vresent in winds near the surface. As pointed
out previously, the effective tilt angle" using the DBV method (1.3 0 ) is
higher than would be desirable for mea.surements of surface outflows. partiClllar at ranges beyond 10 km.
I

The first three factors above are caused by shortcomings in the data collection
and analysis for this preliminary evaluation and do not represent fundamental
limitations for accurately measuring \vind shear. Ongoing work will:
(i) refine the algorithm and scoring procedures to reduce inconsistencies in the
rules used to quantify microburst intensity;
(ii) acquire additional data with more timely near-surface scanning from the
weather radar to reduce the need for temporal interpolation;
(iii) analyze the vertical structure of winds and reflectivity in and above microbursts (measured with RHI scans) to determine explicitly how these affect the
ASR's shear estimates.
We expect that by additional smoothing of the ASR velocity data, refinement of
signal processing and hazard algorithm logic and more careful evaluation of the
weather radar's "truth", one could achieve better quantitative accuracy in ASR
shear reports than was obtained in this initial analysis.
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B. Implementation Issues
I. Radar Modifications
Our testbed airport surveillance radar was designed to permit the collection of
signals in modes that would not be supported by an operational ASR-8 or ASR-9.
Capabilities such as access to low beam data at short range, the ability to utilize
a sensitivity time control (STC) function that would not obscure low reflectivity
wind shear events and the simultaneous availability of low and high beam signals
would require the insertion of signal paths, receivers and processing equipment not
currently in ASRs. As shown below, these can be added without affecting the
radars' primary mission of aircraft detection and tracking.
Figure VII-I is a schematic of the current signal paths in an ASR-9 from the
antenna to the AID converters. When the radar is transmitting linearly polarized
(LP) signals, both the aircraft detection processor and the six-level weather
reflectivity channel receive signals from the same-sellse polarization ports on the
antenna feeds. Both high and low beam signals are brought through the rotary
joint in waveguide and a single set of AID converters are switched between the
beams in a range-azimuth gated (RAG) mode. \Vhen circularly polarized (CP)
signals are transmitted, the target channel continues to receive same-sense polarized data while weather processing is accomplished using signals from the orthogonal antenna ports. Only one RF path through the rotary joint is available for the
opposite-sense signals so that RAG switching behveen the high and low beams
must be accomplished on the antenna.
Figure v1I-2 shows modifications to these paths that would allow for acquisition of low beam signals at short range as required for wind shear detection. For
LP operations, the single-pole, double-throw switch between the high and low
beams would be replaced by a double-pole, double-throw switch. This would
shunt low-beam signals to the combined reflectivity and wind shear processor for
the range interval over which the target channel employs high beam signals. A
separate STC module, receiver and AID converter pair would be installed for this
path. High beam data would be simultaneously available to the weather processor from the target channel AID converters. While the associated STC setting
might not be optimum for measurement of very low reflectivity weather signatures, it is unlikely that this would pose a problem for detection of "wet" microbursts -- the most prevalent form of wind shear. If the target channel's RAG program required a switch to low beam data within the range of operational concern
for wind shear measurements, the indicated paths would reverse; the dedicated
weather receiver would accept high beam data whereas low beam signals would
enter the wind shear processor via the target channel AID converters.
When the radar transmits CP signals, the weather channel receiver would be
switched to the single RF path from the orthogonal-sense antenna ports. High or
low beam signals could be acquired over any range interval desired, using an STC
setting appropriate to the measurement of low reflectivity weather events. In this
mode, it would not be possible to simultaneously access high and low beam
orthogonally polarized signals, thus precluding the use of coherent, dual-beam
velocity estimation techniques (Section N-C-5). However, amplitude comparisons
-- such as the differential low-high beam power spectrum technique considered in
this report -- could be accomplished by switching between the high and low beams
on alternate antenna scans. This would require a large memory in the wind shear
processor to store signals for one scan.
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Simplified diagram of signal paths from ASR-9 antenna to airplane target
processor and six level weather reflectivity processor.
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The radar hardware needed to implement the necessary changes consists therefore of switches, a receiver chain and A/D converters; the latter two items could
be taken from the current ASR-9 reflectivity processor (assuming that its function
was subsumed by the enhanced weather channel). Local osciIlator signals must be
extracted from the exciter chain and suitable microwave components pl"Ovided.
2. Processing Equipment
Cost-benefit analysis conducted for the TD\VR procurement [22] indicated that
-- if the radars result in the achievement of a five percent delay reduction -- the
first forty airports equipped with TDvVR would realize a benefit greater than the
cost of the radars. An appealing feature of an ASR-based wind shear detection
function is that the cost of the enhancement could be significantly less than that
involved in acquisition of an entire radar system. This would allow for a costbenefit based justification of a wind shear protection s~rstem for many secondary
airports that will not receive a TD\VR.
To minimize the cost of the add on system and to speed the development and
procurement cycle, we recommend that the signal processing and hazard detection
functions of an ASR wind shear channel be implemented using commercially
available computers and array processors. This approach has a precedent in that
the TD\VR contract will allow for the use of C"Ommereiall~' available processing
equipment. As part of our field measurement program in 1988. Lincoln Laboratory is deploying a real-time signal processing system at the testbed ASR that will
implement some of the processing/hazard deteetion sequences described in this
report. The system uses an engineering workstation for control and microburst
detection algorithm processing; high-speed signal processing operations are accomplished in array processor boards. The processors are modular and can be
expanded to achieve computational speeds on the order of 100 million floatingpoint operations per second.
3. Output Product from ASR Wind Shear Processor
Investigators from Lincoln Laboratory and NCAR have developed formats for
dissemination of microburst reports and reflectivity products from the TDW'R.
These are undergoing operational testing during the summer of 1988 in the tower
and terminal radar control facility (TRACON) at Denver's Stapleton Airport.
The current output products for ATe personnel are:
(1) an alphanumeric readout of wind shear location, type and intensity which
will be available at individual TRACON stations. Figure VII-3. from
McCarthy and Clyne [23], illustrates the information conveyed in this report;
(2) a graphical display of hazard locations, size and intensities for the TRACON
and tower supervisors.
These formats could be used for reports from a stand-alone ASH wind shear
detection system. A suitable update period needs to be established for ASR
reports since controllers do not require wind shear reports updating at the 5
second antenna scan rate.
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C. Future Investigations
Our pn-liminary evaluation indicates that a suitably modified airport sUl'veillance radar would provide an operationally useful stand-alone capab'ility for
automatic detection of "wet" microbursts. A number of follow-on tasks are in
r.rogress to refine our understanding of this capability, to explore possibilities for
'dry" microburst and gust front detection and to investigate possible utilization of
ASR wind measurements in conjunction with other systems such as LLWAS or
TDWR. We conclude this report with a brief itemization of areas where additional investigation is required.
1. Signal Processing Strategy

One long term goal is to develop a quantitative statement of performance
versus complexity tradeoff's for the velocity estimation module in an ASR wind
shear detection system. Issues such as the need for multiple versus a single clutter
filter. or the requirCll1f:'llt for combination of signals from high and low beams will
directly affect the computational load and cost of the system.
The computational requirements of the low-high beam speetral differencing
technique described in Section IV-C-4 significantly exceeds that required by the
other signal processing methods t.reated. While our analysis indicated an improvement in microburst cletedion performance using this technique, comparative
analysis should continue using additional data and iterations on the processing
strategies. A'3 an example. the placement and width of the filter stop band used
to null overhanging precipitation echoes in the LBHP field could be varied based
on information on mean mid-level wind velocity or previous estimates of outflow
speeds.
As stated in Section rV-C-.5, an ASR-based technique has been developed that
uses the phase difference between high and low beam signals to provide threedimensional information on the reflectivity and radial velocity of weather (or airplane) scatterers. On current ASRs, there are implementational problems in
obtaining the required weather signals during CP operations. Research on this
technique should continue, however, owing to its applications for aircraft intruder
detection as well a." enchanced hazardous weather surveillance. This effort will
establish performance objectives and specify the needed modification to future
generation ASRs to accommodate the hardware requirements.

2. Microburst Detection Algorithm
This work falls into two categories:
(1) refinement and continued testing of the microburst detection algorithm
described herein;
(2) development and evaluation of alternative algorithms with substantially
different logic.

An identified problem of the TDWR surface outflow algorithm has been intermittent detection of velocity shear signatures that are apparent to a trained
human observer. This may arise form the inherent noisiness of weather radar
data fields, interference from physical sources such as ground clutter, or unusual
clustering in range and/or azimuth of radial shear segments. Enhancements to
the detection sequence could include, for example, adaptive shear segment thresholding so that once strong radial shear was identified along an azimuth, the
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surrounding shear region could be mapped out using looser criteria. Parametric
studies of this algorithm's performance with varying threshold settings, using
both ASR and TDWR-prototype velocity data, should continue.
The evaluated algorithm does not explicitly search for non-radial shear, nor
does it make use of temporal continuity in the initial region finding operation.
(Time continuity is used for post-filtering of shear regions.) Alternative microburst detection algorithms are under investigation that use multi-dimensional
image processing to:
(i) relax the radial alignment requirement in the initial detection process;
(ii) "grow" shear regions over multiple scans to make explicit use of the high
update rate of an ASR.
Owing to the planned off-airport siting of TDWR, the current divergent
outflow algorithm is not designed for the case where a microburst outflow occurs
on top of the radar: in this situation shear segments would be split across
diametric radials and would not necessarily be grouped azimuthally into the same
shear region. This problem needs to be addressed, either through modification of
the existing TD\VR algorithm or in the development of alternative techniques.
3. Gust Front Measmement and Detection
As stateel in the introduction, detection and tracking of gust fronts could provide significant benefits to airport operations by warning air traffic controllers of
an impending wind shift. Low reflectivity gust fronts as depicted by the Huntsville ASR measurements were often fragmented owing to receiver noise and/or
ground clutter residue. In addition, winds in clear air ahead of and behind the
front were not measured owing to insufficient sensitivity. Figure VI-4 shows an
example of a gust front signature measured by the ASR testbed. We expect that
temporal and/or additional spatial filtering of ASR signals will provide "cleaner"
representations of gust fronts than depicted here.
Initial experimentation with the algorithm developed for TDWR gust front
detection have not been favorable because -- as presently structured -- this algorithm searches exclusively for a convergent radial velocity line to identify the
front. This feature is simply not present in the ASR-generated velocity fields in
many cases.
Refinements to the current algorithm will involve:
(1) logic to search for "thin-line" features that characterize the reflectivity and
radial velocity signatures of a gust front in the ASR data;
(2) removal of the orientation sensitivity of the current algorithm. Azimuthal
shear detection must be ,included to detect gust front segments that are
oriented along a radial with respect to the radar;
(3) elimination of algorithm-induced segmentation of gust fronts that may occur
even when the front is clearly defined in the radar data.
Each of these investigations has direct applications to the TDWR gust front
detection effort and will be conducted in cooperation with investigators in that
program.
4. ''Dry'' Microburst Measurement and Detection
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Analysis [1,3] of the limits of ASR sensitivity and ground clutter suppression
indicated that noise and ground clutter residue may interfere with an ASR's measurements of winds when the reflectivity factor is below about 20 dBz. Gust front
measurements from the Huntsville field experiment have borne out these analyses.
To better define the capabilities and limitations for an ASR to measure dry microburst outflows, we are conducting a simulation-based analysis, using volume scan
data from Lincoln Laboratory's TDWR testbed in Denver.
The procedure described in reference [1] is used to simulate time-series signals
as would be seen by a fan-beamed ASR. Additive noise and ground clutter are
included. The approach allows for full simulation of the signal processing
sequence and for evaluation of the effects of varying radar and environmental
parameters. Examples of such parameters are the mean clutter cross section, the
STC function, and the tilt angle of the ASR antenna beam.
5. Utilization of ASR Data in Conjunction with LLWAS
As would be the case where a TDvVR and LLWAS are sited at the same airport, an ASR would provide complementary information to the surface anemometer network. Joint usage of wind measurements from the ASR and LLWAS needs
to be defined for airports equipped with both sensors.
In the critical runway corridors covered by LL\VAS, the ASR could confirm the
existence and type of wind shear as well as detecting divergence which has not yet
reached the surface. The ASR could reduce the probability of LL\VAS false
alarms due to thermals, for example, by determining whether there is precipitation aloft Methods for usefully combining the LL\VAS discrete wind vector
measurements with the radial velocity fields measured by the radar need to be
investigated in both the ASR and TDvVR context.
The ASR could provide wind shear warnings for those areas within 5 km of the
airport center that are not covered by LL\VAS as well as for the area beyond 5
km. Algorithms to track the movement of wind shear detected outside the
LL\VAS corridors should be developed so as to provide warnings of the movement
of wind shear onto the runways or approach/departure corridors. Likewise,
definition of the capabilities of an ASR to detect and track gust fronts is needed
to provide a quantitative measure of the airport operations planning benefit to be
derived from the ASR wind measurements.
6. Utilization of ASR Data in Conjunction with TDWR
As pointed out in the introduction to this report, the point-wise accuracy of
ASR radial velocity measurements is important in assessing the utility of a dualDoppler system involving a TDWR and an ASR. While we did not explicitly
assess this issue, our evaluation of the accuracy of differential velocity estimates
across microbursts can be used for a rough estimate by assuming that the contributing errors from the VR estimates in the approaching and receding microburst
cores are independent. Typical RMS errors for the differential velocities estimated
from the DBV field were 4 m/s; the implied point-wise accuracy is therefore 2.8
mls which is probably sufficient for a useful dual-Doppler measurement. The
capability to achieve such accuracy from the ASR needs to be verified directly,
however.

It is plausible that information from the TDvVR on three-dimensional storm
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structure (i.e. the location and vertical extent of microburst outflows, vertical
reflectivity structure) could be fed to an ASR wind shear processor to improve the
velocity estimates or at least to flag conditions under which the ASR-generated
fields may be of low accuracy. Conversely, rapid update data from an ASR could
be supplied to the TD\VR to refine scanning procedures or to provide temporal
tracking on rapidly changing events. Careful consideration as to how data from
the two radars should be integrated comprises a long term research and development effort.
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APPENDIX A: CALCULATION OF THE EFFECT OF MICROBURST
ASYMMETRY ON SINGLE OR DUAL RADAR WIND SHEAR ESTIMATES
As a simple model for an asymmetric microburst, we assume that the wind
direction is radial from the center of the outflow and that wind speed variation
with azimuth follows the equation for an ellipse:

V(¢) =

V

max

V·

mIn

VV~axsin2(¢) +

V~in cos 2(¢)

(A-I)

Here ¢ is the azimuthal angle relative to the direction of maximum wind speed
and V max' V min are the maximum and minimum wind speeds. As a function of
range from the microburst center, the maximum winds are assumed to occur on a
circle of radius equal to that of the downdraft. Here, we have set this radius at
250 m.
As illustrated in Figure A-I, the radial wind component VR measured by a
radar viewing this wind distribution is a function of:
(i) the angle ¢ between the di rection of maximurn wind speed and the viewing
point on the "downdraft" perimeter;
(ii) the angle () between the wind direction at this viewing point and the radial
from the radar. This angle is a function of ¢ and the location of the radar
with respect to the microburst center.

The maximum velocity differential that could be measured by a single radar is
determined by computing lOR around the perimeter of the downdraft and subtracting the extrema. Note that the maximum approaching and receding radial
velocities will not necessarily occur along a single radial if the outflow is asymmetric. Comparison of the resulting ~ VR measurement to 2 V max determines the
bias in single Doppler shear estimates relative to the maximum shear. This calculation was repeated for microburst "centers" at grid points separated by 1 km.
Figure A-2 is an illustration of the calculation for the runways at Denver's Stapleton Airport. Each plot treats one runway: the rectangle surrounding the runway is a 2 by 6 nmi corridor where wind shear information is most critical to
pilots. We have assumed a worst-case asymmetric microburst scenario with three
times the wind shear along the runway directions as at right angles. The shaded
region is where the single-Doppler TDvVR velocity differential measurement would
be within 20 percent of the true runway shear. In both cases, the 20 percent accuracy criterion is not met over the entire corridor of interest. In the case of the
north-south runways, the runways themselves and the approach corridor from the
south would be outside of the region of accurate coverage.
To calculate the RMS dual-Doppler estimate accuracy, each radar's radial velocity measurements are taken to have a relative accuracy of 10 percent. The error
in the dual-Doppler wind speed estimate at the points of strongest outflow along
the microburst perimeter are:
a2VI +a V2
2
(A-2)
aVD _ D =
. 2

V

Sill (()1 -

()2)

Here ()1 and ()2 are the angles between the radar radials and the direction of maximum wind speed. Errors in the single-Doppler radial velocity measurements (at
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Figure A-2. Illustration of problem associated .....ith estimation of
head.....ind-tail.....i nd shear for an asymmetric
microburst. Location of TDWR site relative to Denver-Stapleton
Airport is indicated. Shaded area is region
where single-Doppler shear estimate would be .....ithin 20 percent of
true run .....ay oriented shear under severe
microburst asymme try conditions. Calculation assumes J times the
velocity shear along run .....ay direction as ill
perpendicular direction.
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-2the points of maximum outflow speed) are:
O"v

1,2

=

0.10 V maxCOS(812)
'

(A-3)

The relative error in the dual-Doppler microburst differential velocity estimate is
therefore:
O"~V

-- -

..D. V

V2O"VD _ D

--=-::---

2V max

(A-4)

Figure A-3 repeats the coverage calculation for Stapleton airport assuming
data from both the ASR and TDWR were used. We have assumed that the wind
shear report is generated from dual-Doppler wind calculations over the region
where the geometries of the two radars allows for RMS relative errors of 20 percent or less. Otherwise the reported wind shear would be the maximum of the
single-Doppler TDWR or ASR measurement.
Utilization of the ASR data would result in a substantial increase in the area
where accurate headwind-tailwind shear estimates would be feasible. With the
exception of a small fraction of the corridor surrounding the north-south runways,
the critical areas for wind shear detection would be well covered even in this worst
case asymmetr~T scenario.
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Figure A-J. Areas at Denver-Stapleton Airport where combined TDWR and ASR measurements of
headwind-tailwind shear along runway directions would be within 20 percent of true shear under
severe microburst asymmetry conditions.
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APPENDIX B: MICROBURST DETECTION ALGORITHM P ARAMETERS
This appendix defines parameters used in the implementation of the hierarchical feature extraction process of the divergent outflow detection algorithm
described in Chapter V. These parameters would be site adjustable to permit
adaptation to local wind shear characteristics. Parameters used in the three
phases of feature extraction -- shear segment detection, shear region identification,
and microburst detection -- are given below.

A. Shear Segment Feature Detection Parameters
The first part of Table B-1 lists current values of the parameters used in the
shear segment feature detection process.
meters
Number_\Vinclow
Num ber_Incrense
ThreshoJ d-l\'1i n_Pos
Threshold_Out
Threshol d~"t\1inJ)Y
hres 10id Min Lenrrth

Shear Region Identification
.5 km

Threshold_Seg_Overlap
Threshold~nguJar

ThreshoJd-l\,1ilLSegments
ThreshoJd_Total~t\rea
l'

s wid

/ ax

2
2
1.0 sq km (LBV3 - ..5 sq km)

.

The algorithm searches outward in range along radials of velocity measurements for generally increasing runs of velocities. These runs are found by sliding
a pattern search window of size Numbec Window along a radial. A shear segment
is begun when a fixed number of contiguous velocities (denoted by
NumberJncrease) within the window are increasing. A segment continues to
grow as the window slides until either the windowed signature is no longer
increasing or the minimum velocity jump in the window is greater than
Threshold~inYos. During this segment growing process, an attempt is made to
minimize the rejection of true features by allowing for spurious data values or
outliers (typical of wind measurements) within these runs.
To reduce false detections, the completed segments are then pruned using
additional
tests,
implemented
using
the
parameters
Threshold_Out,
Threshold_Min_Length and Threshold~inJ)V. These tests impose requirements
on segment smoothness, length, and the velocity difference across the segment.
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Explicit definitions of the segment identification parameters are:
(1) Nurnbec W£ndow: The number of contiguous range bins along a radial which
define the divergent shear segment search window.
(2) Numbeclnerease: The number of contiguous range bins for which the velocity must be increasing in order to signal the start of a shear segment
feature.
(3) ThresholdJ,1inYos: The maximum value allowed for the minimum positive
velocity increase within the pattern search window to continue a shear segment feature. If the minimum change in velocity is too great the segment
will be discontinued.
(4) Threshold_Out: The maximum percentage of bad data values and velocity
values out of range allowed in the entire segment. Out of range values
include velocities less than that at the segment start or greater than that at
the segment end.
(5) Threshold_MinJ)F: The minimum change in velocity required to retain a
shear segment.
(6) Threshold_M£7cLength: The required length of a shear segment.

B. Shear Region Feature Detection Parameters
The algorithm next joins segments within Threshold-Angular radials which
overlap in range by a distanee of at least Threshold_Seg_Overlap to form twodimensional shear regions.
These regions are then post filtered using size (Threshold.-.V£n_Segments,
Threshold_ Total-fi rea) and shear strength (ThresholdJ1axJ)ilJ) criteria.
Parameters used in the shear region detection process are:
Threshold_Seg_Overlap: Minimum ovel'lap in range required to associate two
shear segments.
(2) Threshold-Angular: The maximum number of azimuths over which to associate two shear segments.
(3) Threshold_Min_Segments: The minimum number of shear segments required
for a shear region to be valid.
(4) Threshold_Total-Area: The minimum total area required for a shear region
to be valid.
(5) ThresholdJ,1axJ)zjJ: The minimum value required for the maximum pointto-point radial velocity difference across the entire shear region .

(1)

C. Microburst Feature Detection Parameters
Each region found on the latest scan is associated with all found on recent
(Threshold_Sean_Limd or Threshold_TimcLimit) scans if the Cartesian distance
between region centers is less than Threshold-RegionJ)istance. If the closest previous region is not already tagged as part of a microburst, and the current region
exhibits a velocity difference of at least ThresholdJ1BJ) V, a new microburst is
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declared. If the closest or best overlapping previous region
microburst, the current region becomes part of this event.

IS

already part of a

Parameters used in this microburst feature detection process are given below.
Current values of these parameters are given in Table B-l.
(1) Threshold_TimcLimd: The maximum time difference allowed for associating
shear regions into microburst objects.
(2) Threshold_Scan-Limit: The maximum number of previous surface scans to
search for previous overlapping shear regions.
(3) Threshold_Region_Distance: The maximum distance allowed between shear
region centers for time correlation.
(4) Threshold_MB_DV: The velocity difference across a region which has been
associated with a previous region required to declare a new microburst.
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